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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

The mono!ithic solid oxide fuel cell (MSOFC) is currently under development for a
variety of applications including coal-based power generation. The MSOFC is a design
concept that places the thin components of a solid oxide fuel cell in a lightweight, com-

. pact, corrugated structure, and so achieves high efficiency and excellent performance
simultaneously with high power density. Along with high efficiency and high power den-
sity, the MSOFC offers fuel flexibility, potential low-cost manufacturing, low operation

' and maintenance requirements, and environmental acceptability. The MSOFC can be
integrated with coal gasification plants and is expected to have high overall efficiency in
the.conversion of the chemical energy of coal to electrical energy.

This report describes the work sponsored by the Department of Energy/Morgan-
town Energy Technology Center (DOE/METC) on the MSOFC. The work was aimed at
(1) assessing manufacturing costs for the MSOFC and system costs for a coal-based
plant, (2) modifying electrodes and electrode/electrolyte interfaces to improve the elec-
trochemical performance of the MSOFC, and (c) testing the performance of the MSOFC
on hydrogen and simulated coal gas.

The manufacturing costs for both the coflow and crossflow MSOFC's were as-
sessed based on the fabrication flow charts developed by direct scaleup of tape calen-
dering and other laboratory processes. The cost factored into the fuel cell manufactur-
ing costs included raw material costs, processing costs, manufacturing facility costs,
inspection costs, and a variety of overhead costs. This study (with its associated as-
sumptions) has shown that material costs play an important role in determining the
MSOFC manufacturing cost. Assuming a nominal production rate of 200 Mw/year, the
MSOFC stack fabrication price (cost plus 30 percent margin) based on raw material
economic costs (market costs scaled to commercial or bulk costs) has been found to
fall between $380/kw and $173/kw, depending on the MSOFC design (crossflow or co-
flow) and the location of the fabrication plant (northeastern or southwestern U.S.).

Integrated coal-based MSOFC systems were investigated in this study to deter-
mine capital costs and costs of electricity. Design criteria were established for a coal-
fueled 230-Mw power plant (consisting of the coal-handling section, oxidant plant, gasif-
ier, gas cleanup, MSOFC stack, and bottoming cycle). Four plant arrangements with
three variables-gasifier oxidant (oxygen- and atr-blown), fuel utilization rate (55 and 85
_,ercent), and bottoming cycle (steam cycle or combined cycle) - were evaluated, and
plant performance was analyzed. A TAG (Electric Power Research Institute Technical
Assessment Guide) level I economic analysis was used to evaluate system capital
costs. The system cost results were a plant efficiency of 46.14 to 50.28 percent, capital
costs of $1,612.12 to $1,947.92/kw, and a cost of electricity of 67.80 to 77.70 mills/kw-
hr for the four cases studied.

• The interfacial modification effort of this work involved modification of electrodes
and electrode/electrolyte interfaces to improve the MSOFC electrochemical

. performance. Work on the cathode and cathode/electrolyte interface was concentrated
on modification of electrode porosity, electrode morphology, electrode material, and in-
terfacial bonding. Modifications of the anode and anode/electrolyte interface included
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the use of additives and improvement of nickel distribution. The interfacial resistance of
single cells has been reduced significantly in this work (from an initial area specific re-
sistance of about 5.8 ohm.sq cm to a value of about 0.55 ohm.sq cre). The cathode/
electrolyte interfacial resistance has been reduced to 0.10 ohm.sq cm (at 1000°C in air).
The anode/electrolyte interfacial resistance has been reduced to 0.18 ohm.sq cm (at
1000"C in 97 percent ,42/3 percent H20) as measured by ac impedance techniques.
The effects of gas composition and temperature on interfacial resistance were investi-
gated. The interfacial resistance of the anode/electrolyte has been found to be very
much dependent on the H20 (or CO2) partial pressure.

"Single cells have been tested for their electrochemical performance. Performance
data were typically obtained with humidified H2or simulated coal gas (67 percent H2,22
peroent CO, 11 percent H20) and air or oxygen. Performance tests included determi-
nation of open-circuit voltage, controlled current polarization experiments, and ac im-
pedance measurements. The best single-cell performance in this work was an area
specific resistance of 0.55 ohm.sq cm, and a single cell was tested under load for more
than 160 hr. Preliminary results indicated that the presence of sulfur in the fuel, under
the specific conditions tested in this study, has significant effects on cell performance.
On the other hand, the study also showed that the effects of ;ow sulfur concentrations in
97 percent H2 and 3 percent H20 appear reversible.

Based on the results obtained in the work, several areas where further R&D work
is required have been identified. Further work in these areas will advance the MSOFC
and move the technology toward practical application.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC's) are currently under development for electric utility
power generation and other applications utilizing fossil fuels. SOFC's present several
significant advantages over other types of fuel cells (phosphoric acid and molten car-

o bonate). For example, the solid electrolyte of the SOFC eliminates corrosion and elec-
trolyte management problems facing the phosphoric acid and molten carbonate fuel
cells. In the SOFC, carbon dioxide recycling is not required, as in the molten carbonate

• fuel cell. Higher system efficiency is possible with SOFC's. The hi0ner operating tem-
perature of the SOFC allows fast reaction kinetics and produces high-quality byproduct
heat' for cogeneration and bottoming cycles. Of the three fuel cell systems studied,
SOFC's integrated with coal gasification plants, were projected by the Energy Conver-
sion Alternate Study (ECAS)1to have the highest overall efficiency for the conversion of
coal to electricity.

This report describes the results of the work sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy/Morgantown Energy Technology Center (DOE/METC) aimed at the n-tonolithic
design of the SOFC. The monolithic solid oxide fuel cell (MSOFC) is a design concept
that places the thin ceramic components of a SOFC in a lightweight, compact, corru-
gated structure and so achieves high efficiency and excellent performance simulta-
neously with high power density. The key features of the MSOFC design are self-
supporting structure and small cell size. ]'he MSOFC design takes advantage of the
fact that the electrolyte and other components of a SOFC are ali solid and can be fabri-
cated into unique shapes unachieveable in fuel cell systems having a liquid electrolyte.
In liquid electrolyte fuel cell systems, much of the mass and volume does nothing more
than provide an inert container for the liquid. Also, some SOFC designs currently rely
on inactive elements to provide structural support for active components. The MSOFC
design eliminates inert container and inactive structural support, thus offering significant
advantages in weight and volume. The small sizeof individual cells in the MSOFCmini-
mizes voltage losses due to internal resistance, resulting in high efficiency and im-
proved performance.

The specific work on the MSOFC discussed in this report includes the following:

(a) Assessment of manufacturing costs for the MSOFC and system costs for a
coal-based plant

(b) Modification of electrodes and electrode/electrolyte interfaces to improve the
electrochemical performance of the MSOFC

(c) Testing of the performance of the MSOFC on hydrogen and simulated coal
gases under specified conditions

1C.J. Warde, R.J. Ruka, and A.O. Isenberg, Energy Conversion Alternate Study (ECAS), Westinghouse
Phase I Final Report, Volume Ii-Fuel Cells, NASA-N-76-23703, 1976.
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2. BACKGROUND OF MONOLITHIC SOLID OXIDEFUEL CELLS

The monolithic solid oxide fuel cell (MSOFC) design was first proposed by
Argonne National Laboratory in 1983. The key to this design is ceramic components
that double as both active and structural elements of very small cells. The monolithic

. design eliminates inactive structural support, increases active surface area, and lowers
voltage loss due to internal resistance. The MSOFC thus has high efficiency, excellent
performance, and unequaled power per unit of mass or volume of any solid oxide fuel

' cell configuration.

2.1 . :DESIGN FEATURES
f

In a MSOFC, fuel and oxidant produce a dc current by combining electrochemi-
cally across the solid oxide electrolyte at an operating temperature of 1000°C. Oxygen
in the oxidant fed to the cathode accepts electrons from the external circuit to form ox-
ide ions. The oxide ions are then conducted through the dense electrolyte to the
anode. At the anode, oxide ions combine with hydrogen in the fuel to form water, liber-
ating electrons as shown in Figure 2-1. Cells of a MSOFC are connected by an inter-
connect to build voltage. The interconnect carries electrons from the anode of one cell
to the cathode of the next in electrical series.

ANODE O2- + H2----_H20 + 2e-

ELECTROLYTE i_7/_.

CATHODE 1/2 02 + 2e----.-._ 02-
i i i ii iii i ii

IG-01432

Figure 2-1. Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Chemistry

There are two versions of the MSOFC, coflow and crossflow. In the coflow ver-
sion, the monolithic fuel cell consists of a honeycomb-like array of adjacent fuel and oxi-
dant channels that resemble corrugated paperboard (Figure 2-2). Oxidant channels
are lined with a porous cathode, and fuel channels are lined with a porous anode. A

• gastight layer of electrolyte is located between the anode and cathode. An intercon-
nect, which is also gastight, connects the cells in electrical series. Typical thickness of
the layers is 25 to 100 _m, and the distance _'om cell to cell is 1 to 2 mm. As can be
seen from Figure 2-2, the MSOFC is made of two types of laminated structures, each
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"* ANODE

= ELECTROLYTE

= CATHODE

I
= INTERCONNECT

/
ELECTRON/ION PATH IG-02_7

Figure2-2. CoflowMonolithicSolid Oxide FuelCell

composed of three ceramics--anode/electrolyte/cathodeand anode/interconnect/
cathode. The laminatedstructurecontainingthe electrolyteis appropriatelycorrugated.
The corrugationsform the gas seals at the edges of the monolithicstructure(which is
extremely important becausethe gas seal is a criticalelement in solidoxide fuel cellpla-
nar designs).

In the crossflowversion,the fuel and oxidantchannelsare formed by corrugated
anode and cathode layers and orientedat right anglesto each other (Figure2-3). The
anode/electrolyte/cathode and anode/interconnect/cathodecomposites are flat and
stacked alternatelybetween the corrugatedanode and cathode layers. The crossflow
version resultsin a reductionin power densityby a factor of about two, compared with
the coflow version; however, the crossflowversion offersa simpler means of ducting
gases in and out of the monolithicfuel cell. Because of this, the crossflowversionwill
be initiallydeveloped for applicationssuch as coal-based unitswhere very high power
density is not critical.

Small cellsof lightweightself-supportingceramicsare the key to the MSOFC po-
tential. The small size of individualcellsin the monolithicstructureincreasesthe active
surface area. For example, a coflow MSOFC with channels about 1 mm in diameter
has a ratio of active surface area to volume of about 9.4 sq cm/cu cm. This is about
seven times the ratio for tubular solid oxide fuel cells of 1 cm in diameter.
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Figure 2-3. Crossflow Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell

M_)reimportantly, the small cell size in the MSOFC reduces voltage losses due to
internal electrical resistance. Because current is carried in-plane bY the electrodes in
both conventional and monolithic designs, a decrease in the cell size decreases the
internal electrical resistance. In MSOFC's, the major source of internal voltage loss is
the resistance that electrons encounter in the cell's ceramic components. Inside the
operating fuel cell, an oxidation reaction (the electrochemical reaction of hydrogen fuel)
releases electrons on the anode side of the barrier that separates oxygen channels
from fuel channels Flowing along the anode, electrons travel around the fuel channel
wall and across the interconnection to the cathode of the adjoining oxygen channel
(Figure 2-2). The electrons then flow along the cathode, around the oxygen channel to
the cathode/electrolyte interface, where they are consumed in a reaction (with oxygen)
that produces _n oxide ion. The oxide ion is transported through the plane of the elec-
trolyte, reacts with hydrogen on the fuel side of the electrolyte to produce electrons,
and the process continues. In this way, 'ihe electron current traverses the multicell

' monolithic structure. Because individual cells in the monolithic fuel cell are small, elec-
• tron/ion paths are short and resistive losses are low. The lower resistance of the mono-

lithic fuel cell improves cell efficiency by about 10 percent. As a result of lower internal
resistance, the MSOFC's can be operated at higher current densities than conventional
fuel cells while achieving the same output voltage.
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The high current density of the MSOFC results from the small cell size and
ensuing low internal resistance. The current density is high at the fuel inlet end of the
fuel channel where the thermodynamic driving force (Nernst potential) is highest, as
shown !q Figure 2-4. Similarly, the current density is low at the outlet end of the fuel
channel where the Nernst potential is lowest. The low current density at the fuel outlet is
desirable because overall cell performance is determined by the voltage losses due to
internal _esistance at the cell outlet. When reasonable porosity is achieved, voltage
losses arising from resistance to gas phase diffusion are negligible due to the thin elec-
trodes. Small resistance polarization losses (1 to5 mv) at the fuel outlet mean that the
fuel electrode, as an equipotential surface, approaches the maximum theoretical volt-
age' set by thermodyna_nic conditions. The optimum cell performance is obtained
when the average current density is increased to the point where resistance polarization
losses at the fuel outlet just become significant, as shown in Figure 2-4. As a result, the
cell nearly always operates within a percent or so of the maximum efficiency, even at
high power output.

The MSOFC is a lightweight (about 8 kw/kg for the coflow ceramic stack alone),
low volume (4000 kw/m3) device. The power density for the MSOFC is higher than that
of conventional solid oxide fuel cells and other electrical power generating technologies.
The high power density results from the higher surface area, higher current density, and
lower weight. The lower weight in the monolithic design is primarily the result of

,,,, ,, .,.

t,,) \
\ \

>: \I.,,

Z1 \

I"" _.,._....-_ 1.2 AMP/CM 2
Z AVG.
I_J 0.6 AMP/CM 2 \
IX AVG. \

0 _ '

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

RELATIVE LENGTH, .(/_o A.,,]

Figure 2-4. Axial Current Distribution Along FuelChannel (l=uelEnters at
RelativeLength of 0 and Exits at RelativeLength of 1.0.)
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eliminating inert supports, which is possible because the thin ceramic layers are self-
supporting. Because of the shorter current paths involved in the monolithic design,
electrodes can be thinner, thereby reducing weight further.

Because the monolithic design employs thin, sufficiently porous electrodes, diffu-
sion losses are minimized. The cell voltage is determined by the pressures of the reac-
tants and products at the electrode/electrolyte interface. Thus, any reduction in the
pressure at the reaction site represents a loss in voltage, and therefore efficiency. A

' loss in voltage due to reduced pressure is given by [RT/nF] In (Peff/Pgas)where Pe, is
the pressure at the interface and Pgas is the pressure of the bulk gas streams. The Pe,
is dependent on the diffusion of reactants and products through the electrodes. In tu-
bular designs, the thick support tube (30 percent porosity) and thick electrodes repre-
sent large diffusional barriers. The monolithic design minimizes diffusion losses by
eliminating the thick support tube and employing thin electrodes.

In addition to gas diffusion limitations, there is a potential barrier to charge trans-
port across phase boundaries between the electrodes and the electrolyte. This is asso-
ciated with the electrode reactions. The voltage loss due to this barrier is the activation
potential. At the operating temperature of the MSOFC, reaction rates are very rapid, so
it is not necessary to provide a very thick electrode to ensure sufficient active surface
area. _ctivation overpotential is not a major consideration in the MSOFC.

The temperature of operation strongly affects performance of the MSOFC. Practi-
cal cell operation is always strongly exothermic. Performance losses due to higher tem-
peratures are avoided by cooling the cell. The cell is also cooled to avoid overheating
the components, to minimize thermal stress due to temperature gradients, and to oper-
ate at the minimum practical outlet temperature while maintaining an inlet temperature
sufficient for proper function. The MSOFC can be cooled by providing excess oxidant
beyond that required by the cell reaction. The temperature rise of this stream will carry
off heat. The MSOFC can also be cooled by heat-absorbing reactions within the cell. If
the fuel is a relatively complex molecule, it can be broken down or reformed in the cell.
These reactions are endothermic and can contribute substantially to cell cooling. Ex-
amples are the steam reforming of methane and other hydrocarbons such as those
found in natural gas, coal gas, and those produced in the decomposition of methanol.

2.2 MATERIALSFOR MONOLITHIC SOLID OXIDE FUEL CELLS

The fabrication and operation o,_ the MSOFC impose certain requi,'ements for
each of the c_ll materials. The material requirements for MSOFC's are listed in Table
2-1. As shown in the table, the requirements are stringent, and tailoring the materials to
achieve the properties listed is necessary for successful fabrication and operation of the
MSOFC.

• The basic materials currently used for the MSOFC are Y203-stabilizad ZrO2 for
electrolytes, Y203-stabilized Ni/ZrO2 cermet for anodes, Sr-doped LaMnO3for cathodes
and doped LaCr03 for interconnects.
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• Electrolyte (yttria-stabilized zirconia): ZrO2doped with 8 mol% yttria hasbeen
used asthe electrolyte for the MSOFC. Zirconia, in its pure form, does not serve
as a good electrolyte, primarily because of its low ionic conductivity. Doping
with yttria stabilizes zirconia and increases its oxygen vacancy concentration.
This increases the ionic conductivity and leads to an extended oxygen partial
pressure range of ionic conduction, making stabilized zirconia suitable for use
as an electrolyte in solid oxide fuel cells. The ionic conductivity of yttria-stabi-
lized zirconia is about 0.09 ohm-l-cm -_at 1000°C (5). Y203-stabilizedZrO2has
a thermal expansion coefficient of about 11 x 10.6 °C-1(room temperature to
1000°C).

Yttria-stabilized zirconia has been used asthe solid electrolyte inother solid ox-
ide fuel cells. Long-term behavior under fuel cell operating conditions, as well
as thermal shock resistance of ZrO 2 solid electrolytes, has been sufficiently
tested. The required properties of the electrolyte (i.e. ionic conductivity, phase
stability, gas tightness, mechanical strength, and chemical compatibility with
electrode materials and reaction gases) havebeen shown not to beaffected af-
ter long-term testing at 1000°C.

• Cathode (strontium-doped lanthanum manganite): Due to the high operating
temperature (1000oC) of the MSOFC, only noble metals or electronic conduct-
ing oxides can be used as cathode materials. Noble metals such as platinum,
palladium, or silver are unsuitable because of prohibitive cost and insufficient
long-term stability (vaporization). Many oxides are also unsuitable because of
thermal expansion mismatch with the electrolyte and lack of conductivity. At
present, Sr-doped LaMnO3 (10 mol% Sr) is being used as MSOFC cathode
material.

' The conductivity OfSr-doped LaMnO3at 1000°C (e.g., 84ohm-l-cm "1at 75per-
cent density) exceeds the conductivity requirement for MSOFC cathodes listed
inTable 2-1. Strontium doping enhances the electronic conductivity of LaMnO3.
The thermal expansion coefficient ofthe material isabout 10.5x 10-6°C"1(room
temperature to 1000°C), closely matching that of zirconia. Lanthanum manga-
nite is stable in air but decomposes to lanthanum oxide and manganese oxide
when exposed to a reducing environment.

One concern about LaMnO3as the cathode material for the MSOFC is manga-
nese migration during fabrication and operation. Manganese isknown to bea
very mobile species and can easilydiffuse into the electrolyte in the range of the
sintering temperature for the MSOFC. The sintering temperature has been lim-
ited to 1400°C to minimize manganese migration.

• Anode (Nickel/zirconia cermet): Due to the reducing atmosphere of the fuel
• gas, metals can be used as electrode materials for the MSOFC anode. Nickel
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metal has been found to be patrick,ladysuitable. Tile functions of the zirconia
irl the MSOFC anode are to:

(a) Support the nickel metal particles
'

(b) Inhibit coarsening of the nletai{ic particles at the fuel cell operating tern-
perature

(c) Provide an anode thermal expansion coefficient acceptably close to
those of the other cell components

. One concern w!th the nickel/zirconia cermet anodein the MSOFC isthe differ-
ence in thermal expansion between the _node and other cell components.
Anode materials have been modified to achieve tile required conductivity and
thermal expansion characteristics l

• Interconnect (Doped I_nthanum chromite): The stringent requirements of the
interconnection for the MSOFC e_mi_ alibut a few oxide systems from con-

. sideration. LaCrO3isparticularly good from the standpoint of low reactivitywith
other cell components, good conductivity, and compositional stability. Substi-
tutions in the lanthanum chromite can improve the conductivity and reducethe
volatility of chromium components.

The electronic conductivity of doped LaCrO3depends on tl" partial pressure of
oxygen. The conductivity of the material exposed to fuel _ _one side and to oxi-
dant on the other is about 5 ohml-cm 1 at 1000°C.

The coefficient of thermal expansion has been f_und to be in the range of 8 x
10-6to 11x 10s °C1 depending on the type and amount of dopant present. For
strontium-doped _aterials, it is about 10.7 x 10"_ °C"1(room temperature to
1000°C). Thus, thethermal expansion properties of Sr-doped LaCrO3aresimi-
lar to those of ZrO2.

L_3CrO3 iSvery difficult to densify under ambient atmospheric conditions. Sint-
ering LaCrO3 to high densities requires firing temperatures greater than
1600°C under low oxygen partial pressures. Sintering aids have been used to
improve the sinterability of LaCrO3.
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3. COST STUDY

3.1 MANUFACTURING COST STUDY

The objective of the manufacturing cost study is 'to determine the MSOFC
• manufacturing cost (S/kw), assuming a nominal production rate of 200 Mw/year for

coal-based system applications. This initial study was based on technical assumptions
made early in the program. This study will be updated as the MSOFC technology prog-
resses, and that update will include recent technical design criteria. The study is de-
scribed below; however, the level of detail contained in the following p iges is _imit_d,
due to the business-sensitive nature of the study.

, 3.1.1 Methodology

In th_ development of the MSOFC, it is vita_that the economics of the fuel cell be
_, thoroughly understood arid quantified 'tothe fulle,,_textent, inr his respect, the manufac-

turing cost of tl_eMSOFC plays an important role.

To assess the manufacturing cost of MSOFC stacks, it is necessary to define the
fabrication process in detail. A manufacturing process for the MSOFC, in general, con-
sists of the following major steps:

(a) Pretreating appropriate raw materials (e.g., calcining, grinding, sizing, etc.)

(b) Batching and mixing procedures

(c) Forming and laminating thin sheets of fuel'cell components

(d) Corrugating laminated sheets to form oxidant and fuel passages complete
with manifolds

(e) Assembling and bonding individual cells into stacks

(f) Binder removing and sintering

The costs to manufacture the ceramic fuel cells include raw material costs, pro-
cessing costs, inspection costs, and a variety of overhead costs.

Material costs depend on the type, quality, and quantity of the materials used in
the process. Appropriate production methods and possible sources of supply can be
used to establish base material costs. Factors such as layer thickness, density, cell effi-
ciency, and scrap rates are used to estimate the amount of raw material required per
kilowatt. In addition to the supply costs of the raw materials, other costs that would be
incurred by an integrated manufacturing facility must be taken into account. Examples
of these costs include buildings and capital equipment, utilities, storage, labor, and en-
vironmental compliance equipment.
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The fabrication process flow chart provides the processin,q,cost estimates. Some
i

of the other considerations that 'must be fa_._toredinto the cost in ;iudr_.

(a) One-time expense to [_uild fabrication facilities

(b) Labor breakdown

(c) Annual operating expenses

(d) Amortization schedule

.. (e) Return on investment over lO.year p_dod

{f) Cash flow analysis

(g) Impact of inflation

This manufact_._ririgcost study was base_:_L_pOnthe two versions of the MSOFC
design" crossflow and coflow, described in Section 2. The "building b_t_ck"for each
design configuration in this study was normalized to a common volume; this resulted in
a crossflow unit stack of 25 kw and a coflow unit stack of 50 kw. These units represent
the building blocks from which the fabrication process and plant definitions will be
made. Figure 3-1 shows the conceptual design of a fuel cell stack. The conceptual de-
sign of a 1-Mw module based on 50-kw coflow units is shown in Figure 3-2. For this
study, the MSOFC fabrication flow sheet was developed based on laboratory processes
currently employed. Tape calendering was the process of choice for the production of
the tapes required for the MSOFC. The schematic diagram of the tape calendering
technique is shown in Figure 3-3. The details of this technique are described in
para. 4.1.

Table 3-1 lists the primary parameters for this cost study. Other assumptions on
plant and facilities are summarized in Table 3-2.

3.1.2 Material Requirements and Fabrication Flowcharts

Fabrication production targets were established for the MSOFC manufacturing
cost study. As discussed earlier, the manufacturing cost study was based on an annual
production capacity of 200 Mw and a fabrication unit comprising a 50 kw stack for the
coflow design and a 25 kw stack of the crossflow design. The total number of stacks
required for the coflow is 4000 per year and the total for the crossflow is 8000 per year.
Table 3-3 lists the established targets.

The individual tapes will be fabricated by calendering batch formulations. Fabrica-
tion parameters which have been established include: batch formulations, green and
sintered densities, and geometric dimensions of both cells and stacks. Based on the
established parameters and preliminary designs of cells and stacks, material require-
ments were determined, and several flow charts were prepared.
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Figure 3-1. Conceptual Design of a Fuel Cell Stack
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Figure 3-2. Conceptual Design of a 1-Mw Module
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Figure 3-3. Schematic of Tape Calendering Fabrication Approach for MSOFC

TABLE 3-1

LIST OF PRIMARYCOST STUDYPARAMETERS

MSOFC manufacturing capacity, 200 Mw/year

Manufacturing period, 10 years

Manufacturing unit

Coflow, 50 kw stack

Crossflow, 25 kw stack

Power density

Voltage, 0.85 vdc

Current, 300 ma/sq cm

Tape fabrication process, Tape calendering

Shipping unit

-' Coflow, 1 Mw rnodule

[_ Crossflow, 1/2 Mw module
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TABLE 3-2

ASSUMPTIONSASSOCIATED WITH PLANTAND FACILITY

Yearly manufacturing capacity, 200 Mw

Period of manufacture, 10 years

Period of plant construction, 2 years

." First year stack output, 0 Mw

Second year stack output, 50 to 100 Mw

Cost escalation, About 6 percent/year

Margin, 30 percent on cost

Plant location, Northeast USA

Southwest USA

Land and labor rates and taxes, Tagged to location
b

TABLE 3-3

PRODUCTION TARGETS

Coflow Design Crossflow Design

Yearly capacity 200 Mw 200 Mw

Shipping component 1-Mw module 500-kw module

Base shipping module 20 x 50 kw stack 20 x 25 kw stack

Fabricating component 50 kw stack 25 kw stack

Number of stacks per 200 Mwe 4000 x 50 kw stacks 8000 x 25 kw stacks
capacity

Number of modules per year 200 400
Number of stacks fabricated 14 28
per day (300 days/year)

Fabrication yield 80 percent 80 percent

Production target 16 x 50 kw stacks per 32 x 25 kw stacks per
day day
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3.1.2.1 Material Requirements

The requirements for the materials in the production of coflow and crossflow
MSOFC stacks were determined, based on the established dimensions and the esti-
mated number of individual tapes. Table 3-4 lists the manufacturing targets for anode,

. electroiyte, cathode, and interconnect tapes. The amounts of ceramic powders and or-
ganic binders required to produce the tapes are summarized in Table 3-5.

• TABLE 3-4

.. SUMMARY OF TAPE REQUIREMENTS

Coflow Crossflow

Manufacturing* Manufact,Jring*
Tape Target, sq m/yr Tape Target, sq m/yr

Corrugated trilayer Flat trilayer

Anode 144,712 Anode 265,781

Electrolyte 275,625 Electrolyte 265,781

Cathode 144,712 Cathode 265,781

Flat trilayer Flat trilayer

Anode 145,300 Anode 268,800

Interconnect 276,750 Interconnect 268,800

Cathode 145,300 Cathode 268,800

Single layer
Anode 210,000

Cathode 210,000

*Assuming 80 percent fabrication yield

TABLE 3-5

MATERIALREQUIREMENTS

Coflow Crossflow

Material Weight/yr, kg Weight/yr, kg

Yttria-zirconia 158,570.2 207,728.8

LaMn03 52,780.0 237,762.5

LaCr03 44,970.8 43,679.0
NiO 25,263.6 113,806.8

Binder and plasticizer 56,521.2 13i ,389.4
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3.1.2.2 Fabrication Flowcharts

Nine individual conceptual flowcharts were prepared, the subjects of which are
listed below.

(a) Master fabrication flowchart, for the overall process' This flowchart was de-
veloped by direct scaleup of I_boratory processes currently employed. This
chart illustrates the overall process from ,aw materials through assembly of
a 1 Mw module (coflow) or a 1/2 Mw n_odule (crossflow).

.(b) Fabrication flowchart of the anode: 'i'his chart shows the conceptual
.' MSOFC anode tape fabrication process from the raw materials to the cutting

or stamping out of the enode cell component.

(c) Fabrication flowchart of the electrolyte: This flowchart details the fabrication
process for the zirconia electrolyte tape. The electrolyte is laminated be-
tween anode and cathode layers.

(d) Fabrication flowchart of the cathode' This chart shows the cathode tape
fabrication scenario, which is very similar to that of the anode.

(e) Fabrication flowchart of the interconnect: This chart shows the conceptual
interconnect tape faoric_tion sequence from the receipt of the raw materials
to interconnect lamination into trilayers.

(f) Conceptual manifold tape and gas conduit tube fabrication flowchart: This
flowchart shows conceptual manifold tape and tube fabrication for coflow
and crossflow MSOFC stacks. The chart also shows a number of methods
of attaching the gas conduit tubes to the end-plate manifold.

(g) Recycling and reclamation material processing facilities: This chart shows
the conceptual fiowsheet for reprocessing, reclaiming, or recycling materials
within a MSOFC fabrication facility. The recycling and reclaiming process is
based upon two sources of ceramic scrap: green (unsintered) scrap and
failed or damaged sintered stacks (or parts).

(h) Manufacturing facility plan: This chart shows an integrated manufacturing
plan for the MSOFC. The chart also identifies the different quality control
(QC) Iacilities in relation to other plant facilities

(i) Conceptual management organization: This chart shows a conceptual man-
agement organization diagram for the manufacturing plant.

This study has concluded that the manufacture of MSOFC stacks will be QC dom-
inated. The QC of the MSOFC manufacturing process will be based upon standard QC
Dractices relating to and integrating with raw materials, process and product specifica-
tions, and an attribute sample plan. The QC sampling plan will be designed to prevent
failed or defective components from being assembled into a stack, and more impor-
tantly, a defective stack from being assembled into a module. Table 3-6 identifies seven
QC laboratory facilities deemed necessary to cover the entire 200 Mw MSOFC fabrica-
tion plant.
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TABLE 3-6

QC LABORATORY FACILITIES

Chemistry laborato,-y

, Ceramic laboratory

Microstructure and photography laboratory

. X-ray and scanning electron microscope (SEM)laboratory
In-plant process laboratory

., Physics laboratory

Computer laboratory

3.1.3 Cost Breakdown

This section deals with the cost breakdown for the total fabrication scenario from

building the plant, choosing equipment, processing the raw materials, to shipping the 1
or 1/2 Mw module. The plant location is in either the northeast or southwest of the U.S.
A present day market cost was assigned to each raw material based on vendor quota-
tions. Two materials, lanthanum manganite (cattlode) and lanthanum chromite (inter-
connect), are at present prepared on the laboratory scale at a high cost ($275/kg).
Therefore, to assess the cost based upon a commercial or realistic value of raw materi-
als, an economic cost for these materials was identified at $80/kg (market cost = price
based on existing vendor quotations; economic cost = market costs scaled to com-
mercial (bulk) costs) o

3.1.3.1 Materials

Table 3-7 lists the projected material costs for the manufacture of coflow and
crossflow stacks.

TABLE 3-7

MATERIAL COST FOR A 200-MW/YEAR MSOFC
MANUFACTURING PLANT

Coflow Crossflow
Material (200Mw/yr)l (200Mw/w)1

Yttria-zirconia $1,427.1K $1,918.3K

LaMnO3 $4,22..2.4K $19,021.OK

LaCrO3 $3,597.7K $3,494.3K
NiO $113.7K $512.0K

Binderandplasticizer $197.8K $460.0K
Others $40.2K $142.1K
Total $9.6M $2.6.0M

Totalat 80percentyield $12.0M $32.5M
1Based on economiccosts.

,,,
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3.1.3.2 Equipment

Costs were estimated individually for capital equipment for fabricating anode,
cathode, electrolyte, interconnect, and manifold tape plus common equipment. The to-

tal equipment costs were assessed as $9.686M for the crossflow and $7.897M for the
coflow. Equipment costs were based on vendor quotations.

3.1.3.3 Facilities

The cost of the facility floor space for the equipment was also estimated.
Table 3-8 gives the facility floor space costs in southwestern U.S. for the manufacture of
cr6ssflow MSOFC's. Table 3-9 lists floor space costs selected for this study. Similar
tables exist for crossflow MSOFC's-northeastern U.S. and coflow MSOFC's-south-
western and northeastern'U.S.

TABLE 3-8

FACILITY FLOOR SPACE COSTS-SOUTHWESTERN U.S.
CROSSFLOW MSOFC

Quantity, " Unit Cost, TotalCost, Yearly'(25Yeai
Equipment Item sq ft $/sq ft M$ Depreciation), $

Lab equipment ' 12,0(_O $50 $0,60 ' $24,000
Storage tanks 3,400 $50 $0.17 $6,800
Totaling scale 500 $50 $0.03 $1,000
Storage kegs 1,620 $50 $0.08 $3,240
Powder mixer 500 $50 $0.03 $1,000

Blender 4,500 $50 $0.23 $9,000

Pug extruder 4,500 $50 $0.23 $9,000
Calender rolls 2,250 $50 $0,11 $4,500

Water jet (tape and blanks) 500 $50 $0.03 $1,000

Tapecure and storage area 4,500 $50 $0.23 $9,000
Press and dles 2,400 $50 $0.12 $4,800

Furnace (manifold) 1,600 $50 $0.08 $3,200

Assembly robot 500 $50 $0.03 $1,000
Furnace (sintering) 6,000 $50 $0.30 $12,000
Material handling 15,000 $50 $0.75 $30,000

Hoppers 2,000 $50 $0.10 $4,000
Furnace (recycle) 1,600 $50 $0.08 $3,200

Grindingmill 2,400 $50 $0.12 $4,800
Office 10,000 $50 $0.50 $20,000

Storage racks 1,500 $50 $0.08 $3,000
1,000 $50 $0.05 $2,000Fixturing __--._

78,270 $3.91 $156,540

Real Estate: 4 acres at $10,000/acre $0.04 $2,000
25-year depreciation

,..,.i,.,.,..,...

Total $3.95 $158,540..,.,
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TABLE 3-9

I-ACILI,TYFLOORSPACE COSTS

, Northeastern U.S. Southwestern U.S. ,:_

Coflow 59,920 sq ft 59,920 sq ft

. Cost $5.53M Cost $3.03M

, Crossflow 78,270 sq ft 78,270 sq ft

• Cost $7.22M Cost $3.95M

3.1.3.4 Land Requirements

The real estate requirements for manufacturing crossflow and coflow designs dif-
fer mainly because fabricating 200 Mw of MSOFC requires twice as many stacks of the
crossflow (8000) as the coflow (4000).

An area of 4 acres has been assigned to the crossflow and 3 acres to the coflow.
The cost of this land will differ depending on the location as follows:

Crossflow (northeast) = 4 acres at $45,000/acre or $180K

Crossflow (southwest) = 4 acres at $10,O00/acreor $40K

Coflow (northeast) = 3 acres at $45,000/acre or $135K

Coflow (southwest) = 3 acres at $10,O00/acreor $30K

3.1.3.5 Labor Costs

Labor requirements will differ between the crossflow and the coflow due to the
greater number of stacks to be fabricated. The following summarizes the labor costs.

Crossflow (northeast) = $14.94M/year

Crossflow (southwest) = $8.7M/year

Coflow (northeast) = $12.SM/year

Coflow (southwest) = $6.64/year

The total number of personnel required to manufacture the crossflow is 313 indi-
viduals, while 234 individuals will be required to manufacture the coflow. This includes
ali personnel classifications judged necessary for the efficient operation of ali adminis-
trative services, production, and quality control support services for the manufacturing
plant.
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3.1.4 Annual Operating Cos.'

The annual operating cost estimate takes into consideration the following major
areas: labor, leased equipment, grounds upkeep, maintenance, raw materials, utilities,
taxes and insurance, and depreciation, ali of which are incurred in any given year.
These costs are broken down in Table 3-10 and are illustrated in the pie charts in
Figures 3-4 through 3-7 as a percentage of total annual operating costs. Tables 3-11
through 3-14 given a complete breakdown of ali annual operating costs.

The pie charts depict the annual operating cost utilizing economic prices of raw
materials, a northeastern location _f the manufacturing facility, and a southwestern loca-
tion of the manufacturing facility, for both the coflow and the crossflow design.

,--, __

TABLE 3-10

ANNUAL OPERATINGCOSTS

" Southwest Northeast
-- i..

Coflow, Crossflow, Coflow, Crossflow,
SM SM $M SM

,,.

Labor 6.635 8.701 12.503 14.939

Equipment lease 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050
Grounds upkeep 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.050
Maintenance 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250
Raw materials 11.999 31.874 11.999 31.874
Utilities 5.000 5.000 7.000 7.000
Tax and insurance 1.000 1.000 2.000 2.000

Depreciation 1.701 2.096 1.802 2.22.._.._88
26.685 49.021 34.654 58.391

,.....
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. UTILITIES 18.77.
LABOR 24.9_

f

FIXED COSTS 10.1

Figure 3-4 MSOFC Coflow Design Operating Costs at Southwest Location

LABOR 38.3%

UTILITIES 15.3_

MISC..3_

RXED COSTS 8.6_

MATERIAL 36.7% .-=1s=2

Figure 3-5, MSOFC Coflow Design Operating Costs at Northeast Location
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Figure 3-6. MSOFC Crossflow Design Operating Costs at Southwest Location

_,IA!t!".r7IANCE .4_

LABOR 25.6%

MISC..2_.

MATERIAL 54.6_ FIXED COSTS 7.2_

UTILITIES 12%
-
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Figure 3-7, MSOFC Crossflow Design Operating Costs at Northeast Location
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TABLE 3-11

ANNUAL OPERATING COST SUMMARY, SOUTHWEST, COFLOW

Category Cost, $M

, Direct costs
lbtal direct labor 6.635

Grounds upkeep 0.050
' Leased equipment 0.050

Plant maintenance
.. Maintenance material 0.250

Raw material costs 11.999
Utilities

Electric 2.000
Gas 2.000
Other 1.000

Total direct costs 23.984
Fixed costs

Taxesand insurance 1.000

Depreciation 1.701
Total annual operating costs 26.685

$133 per kw shipped out

30 percent margin: $173 per kw shipped out

TABLE 3-12

ANNUAL OPERATING COST SUMMARY, NORTHEAST, COFLOW

Category Cost, $M
Direct costs

Total direct labor 12.503

Grounds upkeep 0.050
Leased equipment 0.050
Plant maintenance

.'

Maintenance material 0.250
Raw material costs 11.999
Utilities

Electric 3.000

Gas 2.500
Other 1.500

Total direct costs 31.352
Fixed costs

Taxes and insurance t .000

Depreciation 1.802
Total annual operating costs 34.654

$173 per kw shipped out

30 percent margin: $225 per kw shipped out
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TABLE 3-13

ANNUAL OPERATING COST SUMMARY, SOUTHWEST, CROSSFLOW

Category cost, $M
Direct costs

Total direct labor 8.701

Grounds upkeep 0.050 p

Leased equipment 0.050
Plant maintenance

. Maintenance material 0.250
Raw material costs 31.874

Utilities
Electric 2.000
Gas 2.000

Other 1.000
Total direct costs 45.925
Fixed costs

Taxesand insurance 1.000

Depreciation 2.096
Total annual operating costs 49.021

$245 per kw shipped out

30 percent margin' $319 per kw shipped out

TABLE 3-14

ANNUAL OPERATING COST SUMMARY, NORTHEAST, CROSSFLOW

Category cost, $M
Direct costs

Total direct labor 14.939

Grounds upkeep 0.050
Leased equipment 0.050
Plant maintenance

Maintenance material 0.250
Raw material costs 31.874

Utilities
Electric 3.000
Gas 2.500
Other 1.500

Total direct costs 54.162
Fixed costs

Taxes and insurance 2000

Depreciation 2.228
Total annual operating costs 58.390

$292 per kw shipped out

30 percentmargin: $380 per kw shippedout
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Table 3-15 illustrates the cost to manufacture the fuel cells in the crossflow and co-
flow design utilizing raw material economic prices in northeastern and southwestern fa-
cilities. Table 3-16 breaks the costs into cost per stack, cost per module, and cost per
kilowatt with throughput for each design at 200 Mw/year•

....

' TABLE 3-15

, SUMMARY OF ANNUAL OPERATINGCOSTS FOFITHE MSOFC COST STUDY
COST PER STACK IN '89 DOLLARS/KW

Crossflow Coflow

Plant I..ocation - Cost Selling Price* Cost Selling Price*
Northeast 292 380 173 225

Southwest 245 319 133 173

*The selling price is the cost plus 30 percent margin

TABLE 3-16

MANUFACTURINGCOST SUMMARY,$

.... Southwest Northeast

Coflow Crossflow Coflow Crossflow

Cost per stack 6,671 ....... 6,128 8,914 7,299

Cost per module 133,425 122,553 178,270 145,978

Cost per kilowatt 133 245 178 292

In summary, this manufacturing cost study shows that, assuming economic
prices of various raw materials, the stack fabrication price (cost plus 30 percent margin)
will fall between $380/kw and $173/kw depending on the MSOFC design and the loca-
tion of the fabrication plant.

3.2 SYSTEM STUDY

The objective of the system study is to define an integrated coal gasification
MSOFC system with a potential for reducing plant heat rate and capital costs below
7100 Btu/kw-hr and $1300/kw, respectively.

The approach to this study included: establishing design criteria, defining the
plant configuration and system variables, case definition, performing system analysis,

• and establishing capital costs.
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3.2.1 Design Criteria

The design criteria selected for this system study are summarized in Table 3-17.
A coal-fueled 200 Mw power plant was chosen as the application for study in order to
assess monolithic solid oxide fuel cells for utility-scale power-generation applications.

I

TABLE 3-17 ..

SYSTEMSTUDYDESIGN CRITERIA

"' Plant output (nominal) 200 Mw
Plant location Central U.S.

Plant availability 95%

Capacity factor 80%

Fuel type Illinoisno. 6 coal

Gasifier type Fluidized bed

Gasifier operating pressure 21 atm

Gas cleanup ZnFe/ZnO

Fuel cell MSOFC

Fuel utilization 85% and 55%

Fuel cell operating pressure 6 atm

Fuel cell temperature in 1290°F

Fuel cell temperature out 1832°F

Current density: nominal 400 amp per sq ft

Cell voltage' nominal 0.6 v

3.2.1.1 Plant Location

The reference plant location is assumed to be the Wisconsin-Illinois area in the
west central region as defined in Appendix B of the EPRI Technical Assessment Guide
(TAG).

3.2.1.2 PlantSize

The facility will be sized to produce 200 Mw of electric output. This capacity was
chosen so that major plant components could be both shop fabricated and modular in
construction. This size also allows utilities to add capacity in relatively small increments
to match load growth more closely.

While nominal 200 Mw has been selected for the base case, electric output is not
constant for ali cases studied. Rather,the coal feed rate to the system (1500 tons/day)



is kept constant, thus allowing plant output to vary depending on plant configuration
and operating conditions.

3.2.1.3 Reference FLtelFeed

The facility shall be designed to process Illinois No. 6 coal, which was selectedf

because it represents a large coal reserve in this country and has relatively high sulfur
and ash content. Its performance in conventional power-generation systems is well

. documented, and as a consequence, results from this study will be comparable to a
wide variety of previously developed coal-based generating options.

3.2:1.4 Plant Availability and Capacity Factor

Coal-based MSOFC plants are expected to achieve high efficiencies and produce
power at a cost of electricity competitive with alternate technologies. These characteris-
tics and economic considerations indicate base-loaded plant duty and high capacity
factors which, in turn. suggest that plant availability should be high. Therefore, a plant
availability of 95 percent and a capacity factor of 80 percent were chosen

3.2.1.5 Emissions

Integration of a coal gasifier and fuel cell system ensures that emissions of atmo-
spheric pollutants are minimal and will be less than established limits. For example, sul-
fur emissions are expected to be essentially nii; nearly ali of the sL_lfuris captured by
the coal gasifier. The NOx emissions would be significantly below 30 ppm with the low-
temperature combustor. This is because the gasifier gas is cleaned prior to introduction
to the fuel cell stacks, and because the fuel cell is not a thermal combustion device.

3.2.1.6 Gasifier

A fluidized bed coal gasifier has been selected for this study to limit the number of
possible design configurations, and facilitate evaluation of other key variables such as
fuel cell performance, operating pressure, end process conditions of downstream sub-
systems• Fluid bed technology was chosen because of its perceived relative high effi-
ciency and modest capital costs. The two principal developers of fluidized-bed gasifi-
ers are KRW and IGT. Performance data based on IGT technology will be utilized for
this assessment.

3.2.1.7 Gas Cleanup

For this study, the gas cleaning options for gross capture of sulfur gases in the
raw gas stream have been limited and will include only the hot DOE/METC zinc ferrite
system, coupled with a Nahcolite reactor system for removal of chlorides from coal gas
and a zinc oxide guard bed for removal of trace amounts of sulfur to yield a gas that is
satisfactory for feeding the MSOFC stack.

Regeneration gas from the zinc ferrite desulfurization-consisting primarily of
dilute steam, and small amounts of sulfur dioxide-is recycled to the gasifier. Signifi-
cant nitrogen may be present in an air-blown system, but is nearly inconsequential in an
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cant nitrogen may be present in an air-blown system, but is nearly inconsequential in an
oxygen-blown system. The sulfur dioxide is removed from the g_s and captured by the
limestone.

Actual hot-gas cleanup process details will depend upon the particular case
definition.

#,..,..1.8 Fuel Cell

Design bases for the fuel cell stack were selected to support definition of a
practical cros,_flow fuel cell power plant section which would be attractive to the electri-
cal Utility industry. Logistical constraints for fuel cell stacks include a design which is
modular, shop fabricated, easily assembled and able to withstand transport without
breakage. A fiJel cell life expectancy of 5 years was selected for purposes of assessing
technical issues and project',ng maintenance costs of a fuel ceil plant.

3.2.1.9 Standard Cor:_onents

Plant components such as compressors, expanders, coal handlers, and the
steam cycle were based upon conventional engineering practice. Large-capacity in-
verters are not standard components; they ar_ in the development stage. At the pres-
ent time, they are commercially available at capacities up to 50 kw.

3.2.2 Plant Description

A coal-fueled MSOFC power plant consists of the following sections:

(a) Coal handling

(b) Oxidant plant

(c) Gasifier

(d) Gas cleanup

(e) MSOFC stack

(f) Bottoming cycle

(g) Utilities

A block flow diagram for a 200-Mw MSOFC power plant is presented in
Figure 3-8. This diagram is generic in that it is equally appropriate for any of the system
parameters being evaluated during the course of this study, including choice of oxidant

- options, process conditions or power bottoming cycles.

Figure 3-8 shows that the gasification section receives coal from the solids-
_",_ndlingsection. Coal is gasified with steam and air (or oxygen) from the oxidant plant,
to produce a synthesis fuel gas stream. This section also provides transport gas to
convey coal to the gasifier. Discharged solids from the coal gasifier, primarily ash with
sulfated dolomite, pass to the solids-handling section before disposal.
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Figure 3-8. Preliminary Block Diagram for 200-Mw Coal-Fueled
Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Power Plant

Synthesis gas from the gasifier is purified in the gas-cleaning section prior to
being fed to the MSOFC section. Exhaust gas from fuel cells passes to a bottoming
cycle section to recover heat energy and reduce pressure prior to being discharged to
the atmosphere through the outlet stack. The remaining plant sections include waste
water treatment, general plant facilities, and utilities. Individual sections of the power
plant are discussed below. Ali schematics shown in the following sections describe
Case Ml. (Cases are described in para. 3.2.4).

3.2.2.1 Coal Handling

Run-of-mine coal is expected to be received at the plant site by rail. A train con-
sisting of 100-ton-capacity coal cars would be sufficient to service the facility for approx-
imately 1 week. Coal is conveyed to live storage and stored in stockpiles by a bucket
wheel stacker/reclaimer.

Reclaimed coal is conveyed to roll crushers. Coal from the roll crushers is
conveyed to the coal drying and grinding units which produce a 1/4-in.-size product.
The moisture content of the coal will be reduced to levels suitable for the gasifier re-

, quirements. A pneumatic conveying system delivers the dried and ground coal to the
gasifier feed system. Ali conveying and crushing systems are equipped with dust-sup-
pression systems.
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3.2.2.2 Oxidant Plant

Design of this section depends upon the case definition, since the study is to
evaluate both oxygen-blown and air-blown options. For O2-blown schemes, this sec-
tion includes an air-separating 02 facility to produce high-purity oxygen required for
both the gasification and gas-cleaning sections, if required, (i.e., zinc ferrite options).
The plant also provides nitrogen or transport gas, for blanketing (i.e., inerting gasifier
lock hoppers), and for other uses in the plant. This section also produces compressed
air for the sulfation steps in coal gasification.

.' The air-separation facility will be sized to produce the tonnage of oxygen required
for 'the specific case under analysis. The separation train will consist of an air compres-
sor, a cold box with a column/expander, arlC an 02 compressor. Compressor intercool-
ers and aftercoolers will be water cooled.

For air-blown gasifier schemes, this section consists simply of an air compressor
station to provide process air where appropriate in the facility; for example, gasification,
zinc ferrite regeneration, sulfation and transport gas.

3.2.2.3 Fluidized Bed Coal Gasification

The fluid bed gasifier may be operated in either the air-blown or oxygen-blown
mode, depending on the particular case definition (see Figure 3-9). In concept, the
system consists of a vertical, refractory lined, carbon steel pressure vessel with a coni-
cal grid and annular openings in the bottom at the apex of the cone. The vessel has
multiple diameters, with the largest diameter being that of the freeboard zone. During
operation, ground coal mixed with steam and oxygen reacts within a gasifier to produce
a hot synthesis fuel gas suitable for feeding to the fuel cell subsystem. A central open-
ing in the gasifier vessel is for a steam/oxygen (or air) jet, a.nda second annular ring is
for ash discharge, which runs counter-current to a secondary steam/oxidant inlet
stream. The coal is quickly devolatized as it enters the hot fluidized bed, and the result-
ing char forms the gasifier bed material. At the center of the gasifier, this char reacts
with steam and oxidant, which results in substoichiometric combustion and the release
of heat. Char further reacts with gaseous combustion products: i.e., carbon dioxide
and water vapor, to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The heat released by
these reactions is transferred vertically (and to a lesser extent horizontally) throughout
the bed by the fluidized action of the bed. The product gas exits near the top of the
vessel and contains fine particulates, most of which are collected in cyclones and re-
cycled to the gasifier.

The addition of limestone to the gasifier results in several other reactions occur-
ring in this zone, including calcination and sulfidation. The degree of sulfidation is de-
termined by the reactor conditions, including temperature, pressure, calcium concen-
tration of the bed, moisture level in the gas, and calcium/sulfur ratio in the feed.

3.2.2.4 Gas Cleanup

The gas cleanup area includes three processing elements: (1) a METC zinc ferrite
system for capture of most of the remaining sulfur gases in the coal gas, (2) the Nahco-
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Figure 3-9. Coal Gasification System Schematic (Ml)

lite reactor system for removal of chlorides from the coal gas, and (3) a zinc oxide
guard bed for removal of trace amounts of sulfur to yield a gas (H2, CO, H20) that is
satisfactory for operation in a fuel cell. The arrangement of these processing elements
is shown in Figure 3-10.

The high-temperature sulfur-removal process was divided into two steps-the
' zinc ferrite process for removal of hydrogen sulfide contained in the fuel gas at 900°F,

and a subsequent 710°F step employing zinc oxide to bring the hydrogen sulfide con-
, centration to 10 ppm or less. In ali cases the gasifier operates at a higher pressure than

the fuel cell system. Therefore, a raw gas expander is included at the discharge of the
zinc ferrite process to achieve the same pressure as that for the fuel cell system.
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The coal-derived gases contain hydrogen chloride, which must be removed to
avoid anode contamination. Several options are available and employ an absorbent,
which is used once and then discarded. The most commonly used absorbents contain
sodium carbonate.

, The zinc oxide guard bed, which is located after the raw gas expander, operates
at the fuel cell system pressure, and 710°F is used to provide the final H2S removal
step.

3.2.2.5 Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Stack

" Clean gas from the gasifier, free of particulates and other contaminants such as
H2Sand HCI, enters the fuel cell system, which consists of the following:

(a) MSOFC stack and inverter

(b) Air compressor, recycle blowers, filters

(c) Heat recovery heat exchangers

(d) Combustor

(e) Piping and valves

(f) Controls and safety systems

Figure 3-11 shows a typical MSOFC power plant flow diagram in a steam
bottoming cycle configuration. Clean gas from the hot gas cleanup system enters the
fuel cell, where it is preheated before entering the anode. Depleted anode exit gas is
combusted with cathode exit air to provide heat for the bottoming cycle. Hot flue gas
leaving the combustor section is used to preheat the anode inlet gas in a fuel heater

AIRCOMPRESSOR

STACK

WASTEHEAT _

;COMBUSTOR _ _1_

' ,'_,L_"r ' AIR EXPANDER WATER

_' _t HEATER
FUELCELL FUEL I STEAM_C _'

ONDENSER )' k3/V<::3::_1 GENERATOR F IG-02418-A

Figure 3-11. Flow Diagram for Monolithic Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Power Plant (Ml)
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coil. The flue gas stream then passes through an air heater coil, gas expander, and
waste heat boiler sections before being dis(?a'_'_,"gedthrough the stack. The expander is
used to reduce the pressure from 6 atm to 1.

3.2.2.6 Bottoming Cycle

Two power cycles were considered: a steam bottoming cycle and a combined
bottoming cycle. For cases which incorporate steam bottoming, a typical utility steam
cycle will be utilized in order to achieve high cycle efficiency.

Steam bottoming cycles are shown in Figures 3-12 and 3-13 (case Ml). Steam is
generated in the waste heat boiler. Evaporation occurs in the waste heat boiler and
gasification systems. Steam is superheated in the waste heat boiler and directed to a
high-pressure turbine to generate power. Steam from the high-pressure turbine is re-
heated in the waste I_eatboiler and is used in an intermediate-pressure reheat turbine
to generate power. Steam exiting from the intermediate-pressure turbine is directed to
the lower-pressure turbine, where it combines with excess low-pressure process steam
for additional power generation. Steam leaving the low-pressure turbine is condensed
in the condenser and combined with the makeup water. The steam is then split in order
to supply the heat required by the gasifier air compression system. The remaining
steam is used to reduce the waste heat boiler exit gas to the lowest possible tempera-
ture before it exits through the stack. The steam goes to the deaerator and preheaters
of various temperatures for efficient use of heat available in the system. Steam required
for gasification and gas cleanup is supplied by the stream leaving the reheater. The
steam required by the fuel cell is supplied by the stream leaving the process-steam
superheater.

In combined cycle cases steam and gas turbogenerators will be incorporated into
the fuel cell system. Flue gas leaving the fuel cell section will be ducted to a high-
temperature gas turbine for power generation. The gas turbine will also power a com-
pressor supplying air into the fuel cell. Flue gas leaving the gas turbine at moderate
temperature will enter a heat-recovery steam generator to generate low-pressure and
temperature steam which is expanded through a steam turbine, as well as to supply
process steam for gasification. The heat exchangers will include superheater,
evaporator, _,r,deconomizer sections.

3.2.3 System Variables

A range of system variables were evaluated for the system cost study. First,
however, several parameters were fixed. The gasification plant and gas cleanup system
were established for ali cases, based upon both available data from previous studies
and engineering judgment. Operating conditions, including gasifier pressure, fuel cell
pressure, fuel cell pressure drop, and fuel cell current density were also established for
ali cases.
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Figure 3-12. Steam Bottoming Cycle Schematic (Ml)
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Figure 3-13. Steam Bottoming Cycle Schematic (M1)

The variable parameters included:

(a) Gasifier oxidant (oxygen- and air-blown systems)

(b) Fuel utilization (50 and 85 percent)

(c) Bottoming cycle (steam cycle and combined cycle)

3.2.4 Case Definition

Mathematical modeling was undertaken for comparison of performance and costs
of alternative layouts for a monolithic solid oxide ;uel cell plant. Each layout constituted
a separate case study. To assess ali possible cases would not be possible; therefore,
engineering judgement on preliminary results allowed for the combination or elimination
of many options. As a result, four select cases were evaluated in detail. The four cases
are defined inTable 3-18. The initial case (M1) consisted of an air-blown gasifier operat-
ing at 21atm with a fuel cell operating at 6 atm. A fuel cell fuel utilization factor of 85
percent was chosen for case M1 as was a pressure drop of 1 psi for major components
in the fuel cell. Current density for the fuel cell was 500 amp per sq ft and a steam bot-
toming cycle was included.
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TABLE 3-18

CASE DEFINITION FORTHE SYSTEM STUDY
,,,

Fuel Cell
Fuel Cell Component Current

' Gaslfler Operating Fuel Pressure Density,
Gas Pressure, Pressure, Utilization Bottoming Drop (Ap), amp/

Case Gasifier Oxidant Cleanup atm atm (Nominal) Cycle psi sq ft

' M1 FB* Air Hot 21 6 0.85 Ste_.m 1 500

M2 FB* Air Hot 21 6 0.55 Combined 1 500
i

M3' FB* 02 Hot 21 6 0.85 Steam 1 500

M4 FB* 02 Hot 21 6 0.55 Combined 1 500
*Fluidized bed

From case M1 three additionalcases were developed by modifying each of the
major variablesone at a time. Cases M1 and M2 assessed the fuel cell fuel utilization
and type of bottoming cyclewhen usingairas an oxidant. Cases M3 and M4 assessed
the effect of the fuel cell fuel utilizationand type of bottoming cyclewhen using oxygen
as an oxidant. The combinationof M1 and M3 assessed the effect of the oxidant type
when using a fuel cell fuel utilizationrate of 85 percent and a steam bottoming cycle.
Finally,M2 and M4 assessed the effectof oxidanttype witha fuel utilizationrate of ap-
proximately55 percentand a combined bottoming cycle.

3.2.5 SystemAnalysis

System analysis was undertaken using commercially available and in-house
computer programs for process plant modeling and stream flow simulations. These
were ASPEN PLUS, CROSSFLOW,and LOTUS 1-2-3. ASPEN provides temperature,
pressure, and gas quality for flow streams entering various components-e.g.
combustors,compressors,turbines,and heat exchangers-and the system.

The gasifier,fuel cell, and powercycleSwere modeled separatelyfor each case.
The CROSSFLOW program was used in conjunctionwith ASPEN to estimate fuel cell
performance, fuel utilization,and current density data. Steam plant modeling was
undertaken usinga LOTUSspreadsheet.

The costingfor system componentswas reduced to computeralgorithms, based
upon historical cost data and programmed into machine format to provide
computerized estimatesof expected real-worldequipment costs.

The costingformat used was establishedby the ElectricPower Research Institute
(EPRI) in its Technica/Assessment Guideines. The estimatingapproach is believed to
yield accuratecost estimates in the range of + 50 percent or -20 percent of what an
actual physicalfacilitymight cost.

3.2.5.1 Gasification

The gasifier designs used either air or oxygen as the oxidant and operated at
21 atm. Alithe gasifiersoperated withan outletgas temperatureof 1875°F, as required
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to achieve satisfactory kinetics within the gasification system. The gasifiers ali operated
with in-bed desulfurization, using dolomitic limestone as the sulfur capture agent.

Ali of the gases were then cooled to 900°F to provide a satisfactory feed for the
zinc ferrite desulfurization process. The nearly pure gas from the zinc ferrite process
was passed through Nahcolite beds for removal of hydrogen chloride, and then cooled '
to 710°F and passed over zinc oxide for removal of trace sulfur compounds from the
product gas. In every case, the gas was desulfurized to less than 10 ppm of H2S and
approximately 1 ppm of HCI. The processing sections provided output gas at 710°F
with significant sensible heat. Further, during gas cooling, excess steam was raised for
expoff to rest of the facility.

Methane in the product gas is not directly convertible to electricity in the MSOFC
because it has been assumed that there will be no internal reforming in this study;
rather, it can only be recovered in the bottoming cycle. In the O2-blown cases, the
methane concentration in the product gas is 506 Ib-mol/hr. In the air-blown systems,
the methane concentration is 447 Ib-mol/hr. The reduced methane concentration is
caused by the amount of diluent nitrogen in the air-blown cases.

An oxygen-blown gasifier was designed with a steam/carbon molar ratio of 0.64.
Excess steam was employed to provide sufficient volume of gas to fluidize the bed. In
the air-blown system, however, sufficient nitrogen diluent was present to reduce the
steam/carbon ratio to 0.05.

The data generated do not indicate a preference for either gasifier oxidant, based
only upon performance of these subsections. However, when analyzed on a total sys-
tems basis, with costs included, the air-blown system indicated economic advantages
over the O2-blown gasification system.

Inclusion of internal reforming in the fuel cell may result in higher plant efficiencies
and a reduction in cost. This may be possible because a water gas shift reactor will not
be required, and it may not be necessary to add process steam in the fuel cell system.

3.2.5.2 Process Steam System

Steam, as employed in the chemical processing upstream of the fuel cell, has
several uses and effects:

(a) As a reactant for the coal, to convert it to fuel gas species

(b) As a diluent for zinc ferrite regenerator air, to absorb the heat of reaction and
return that heat to the gasifier

(c) As a control for carbon deposition

(d) As a control, in the zinc ferrite bed, to maintain the iron in an active state

(e) As a determinant of the quantity of sulfur that may be removed in the various
chemical processing steps
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Steam is used as diluent for the air or oxygen that is employed to reoxidize the
iron and zinc sulfides back to zinc ferrite. This reaction is quite exothermic, and a signif-
icant portion of the gasifier steam can be superheated from 1000° to 1400°1=,with only
about 2 percent 02 in the steam/oxygen mixture. When this contaminated steam is fed
back to the gasifier (for sulfur capture), the exothermic heat of the oxidation reaction is

' recovered to the gasifier and reduces the air or oxygen demand of the gasifier.

In the oxygen-blown cases, sufficient steam was specified to the gasifier that
' carbon deposition would not have been an issue anywhere in the system. In the air-

blown cases, however, the steam fed to the gasifier resulted in a highly carburizing gas
downstream. Sufficient steam has been added tothe fuel cell system feed, upstream
of the stack, to inhibit the deposition of carbon.

In the METC high-temperature desulfurization program, it has been determined
that, during desulfurization in the reducing atmosphere, iron in the magnetite state must
be present. To achieve a magnetite state, a specified ratio of water vapor to hydrogen
must be maintained.

The quantity of water vapor in the gas affects the sulfur capture by the various
desulfurization agents. As the water vapor content is reduced, thermodynamically the
concentration of H2Sover the lime is also reduced. Note, however, that the water vapor
content cannot be reduced too far. If so, the partial pressure of CO2 increases, and the
lime converts to limestone.

Sulfur removal, in this case, is impaired. The gasifier is designed to minimize the
H2S concentration in the off-gas, by controlling steam addition, without converting to
the range where the limestone does not calcify.

In the zinc ferrite reactor, also, the sulfur capture by the magnetite and the zinc
oxide is controlled by thermodynamics. In the conventional zinc ferrite process, the
sour gas is fed to the reduced zinc ferrite at 900°F. Because the exothermic water gas
shift reaction occurs over this catalyst, the temperature of the gas is raised to the range
of 1150° to 1200°F. Thus, sufficient steam must be added to protect the magnetite
from decomposition to wustite at the elevated temperature. A minimum steam/
hydrogen ratio of 0.7 is required under these conditions. If the total water content of the
gas is approximately 15 percent, the magnetite will be able to reduce the H2S concen-
tration to approximately 200 ppm and the zinc to approximately 10 ppm (after the iron
absorption capability has been exhausted). As the original sour gas contained
1000 ppm H2S,the iron removed about 80 percent of the H2Sand the zinc removed the
remainder.

A water gas shift reactor is inserted prior to the zinc ferrite beds, with an inlet
temperature such that the outlet ga_ is in thermodynamic equilibrium when it feeds the
zinc ferrite. Therefore, no additional temperature rise across the zinc ferrite is expected.
Under these conditions, the steam/hydrogen ratio feeding the zinc ferrite bed can be in
the range of 0.3 and still maintain the bed in the magnetite state. This reduction in
steam, at the low design space velocity of the zinc ferrite, reduces the flow sufficiently
that the inclusion of the shift reactor is cost effective. Further, with the reduced water
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content of the bed, the outlet of the iron portion of the bed is about 50 ppm, and the
zinc theoretically can reduce this to approximately 2 ppm H2S. Thus, the iron portion of
the bed is much more effective in removing H2S. Further, the lower operating tempera-
ture supports the conservatism in the design of 20 ppm H2S in the outlet gas.

3.2.5.3 FuelCell

As described earlier, two oxidant types, (oxygen and air) and two different fuel
utilization rates defined four basic cases with fixed fuel-processing and gasifier condi- 0
tions. The type of hot gas cleanup system remained constant, although gas cleanup
caPacity varied with plant output.

lt was determined that to produce 90,000 kw, the plan area of the 25-kw modules
would be about 48 x 96 ft, and the plan area of the 50-kw modules would be 48 x 48 ft.
This modular concept assumes two levels of modules.

The fuel cell system consists of a group of cell modules. Key operating parame-
ters that affect the performance of a fuel cell system are:

(a) Oxidant type

(b) Fuel utilization

A total of four cases were run, encompassing a combination of these process
parameters. Table 3-19 summarizes fuel cell operating conditions and performance
data for these cases. A fuel cell operating temperature of 1290°F was maintained in
conjunction with a steam bottoming cycle. In the subsections that follow, the effect of
important process parameters on the system performance is evaluated for the selected
cases identified in Table 3-19.

3.2.5.3.1 Oxidant Type

The effects of oxidant type on the fuel cell performance are evidenced by
differences in the fuel gas composition entering the MSOFC system. The effect of oxi-
dant type on plant efficiency, fuel cell electric output, and fuel cell stack area is shown in
Figures 3-14 through 3-17 respectively.

Electric power output from the fuel cell would normally be higher with an oxygen-
blown gasifier. This is because from 45 to 49 percent more hydrogen is produced
when the gasifier is operating in a oxygen-blown mode. However, for this study, the
fuel cell electric output was set at 300 MMBtu/hr when the fuel utilization was 85 percent
and 200 MMBtu/hr when the fuel utilization was 55 percent. This was done in order to
hold the current densities as close to 500 ASF as possible.
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TABLE 3-19

FUEL CELL OPERATING CONDITIONSAND PERFORMANCEDATA

Case M1 M2 M3 M4
,,

Anode temp.
Inlet, °F 1,290 1,290 1,290 1,290

. Outlet, °F 1,832 1,832 1,832 1,832
,,,,

Cathode temp.
." Inlet, °F 1,290 1,290 1.290 1,290

Outlet, °F 1,832 1,832 1,832 1,832
Fuel utilization 0.85 0.55 0.85 0.55

......

02 utilization, % 24.95 36.66 21.45 26.50

Initial voltage, v 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.68
Cell current,'amp 471.939 489.369 521.383 527.826
Current densit'y,ASF 487.162 505.154 538.201 ....544.852

.....

Power density, w/sq ft 316.66 333.40 355.21 370.50
Total stack area, 103sq ft 277.59 175.76 247.46 158.16
Fuel cell electric, kw dc 87,900.... 58,600 87,900 58,600
No. of modules 3,516 - 2,344 3,516 2,344

Kw per module 25 25 25 25
Cells per module 82 78 73 7()

LJ,, ,,

Height per cell, in. 0,0866 010686 0.0866 0.0866

The O2-blown cases had slightly higher voltages than the air-blown cases. They
were 0.66 and 0.68 v vs 0.65 and 0.66 v when the fuel utilization was 85 and 55 percent
respectively. This is shown graphically in Figure 3-14.

Plant efficiency is higher for the air-blown cases• Plant efficiencies were 50 and
47 percent vs 48 and 46 percent when the fuel utilization was 85 and 55 percent
respectively as shown Figure 3-15.

The stack area required for the air-blown cases is greater than that required for
O2-blown cases. This is a result of the presence of nitrogen acting e_ a diluent, which
lowers the current density• When the fuel utilization is 85 percent, the stack area
required is 277,590 sq ft for the air-blown case and 247,460 sq ft for the O2-blown case.
When the fuel utilization is 55 percent, the stack area required is 175,760 sq ft for the
air-blown case and 158,160 sq ft for the O2-blown case.

3.2.5.3.2 Fuel Utilization

The carbon monoxide and hydrogen in the anode feed gas react and generate dc
electric power. An assumption was made that the methane concentration remains un-
changed at the anode, meaning that it is a nonreforming fuel cell operation. Both
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hydrogen'and carbon monoxide have different utilization factors depending on the
respective reaction equilibria. However, common practice assumes that the same
utilization factor is used for both hydrogen and carbon monoxide,

The effects of fuel utilization on plant efficiency, fuel cell electric output, and fuel
cell stack area are shown in Figures 3-14 through 3-17, respectively. As expected the
efficiency increased with fuel utilization. An increase of approximately 3 percent in over-
all efficiency was observed by increasing fuel cell utilization from 55 to 85 percent for the I

air-blown case, and 0.5 percent for the O2-blown case. Similarly, 42 percent more
stack area was required in order to achieve 85 percent fuel utilization vs 55 percent for
the. air-blown cases, and 44 percent more stack area was required for the O2-blown
cases.

3,2.5.3.3 Power Production

In order to obtain high power plant efficiency, a bottoming cycle was added to
recover waste heat generated in various plant sections.

The steam cycle is a standard 2400 psig/1000°F superheat/1000°F reheat cycle.

Ali of the process steam is generated from cooling the stack exhaust gas and
from cooling the combustion process air entering the gasifier for air-blown cases (or
from cooling the flue gas leaving the sulfation reactor for the oxygen-blown cases).

Heat recovered from cooling the fuel gas from 1875° to 900°F is used in ttle fuel
cell and the steam cycle. Similarly, heat recovered from cooling the cathode and anode
outlet gas is used to perform superheating and evaporative duties or to heat the cath-
ode inlet streams. Finally, some heat is also recovered in the gas cleanup section,
which is used for the economizer duty.

3.2.5.3.4 Plant Performance

The fuel cell power plant performance results take into account the performance
results of ali subsystems (Tables 3-20 and 3-21).

The net power out is the total power leaving the plant minus the total powerz

required by the plant. Items that require power are:

(a) Gasifier air compressor or oxygen plant (depending on whether the gasifier
is air- or O2-blown)

(b) Regeneration recycle gas compressor used in the cleanup system

(c) Fuel cell air compressor used to supply the cathode with air at 6 atm

(d) Miscellaneous items such as pumps that singly require a small amount of
power
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TABLE 3-20

POWER PRODUCTION, kw

, M1 M2 ' M3 M4
Air-Blown, Fuel Air-Blown, Fuel 02-Blown, Fuel 02-Blown, Fuel

Case Utilization = 0.85 Utilization = 0.55 Utilization = 0.85 Utilization = 0.55
6 "' " ' " ' ..... '' '

In
,,,,

Oxyge.nplant - - 18,225.0 18,225.0
Gasifier air 2J,100.0 26,100.0 - -
compressor

Rege. gas 996.0 996.0 996.0 996.0
compressor
Fuel cell air 49,829.0 21,944.6 57,181.4 29,943.7
compressor
Misc 3,500.0 3,500.0 3,500.0 3.500.0

Total in 80,425.9 52,540.6 79,902.4 52,664.7
,,,

Out

Gas cleanup 16,226.0 18,226.0 12,439.0 12,439.0
expander
Fuel cell stack 118,081.9 80,739.2 111,466.0 78,522.8
gas expander
Fuel cell elec- 84,383.2 56,255.5 84,383.2 56,255.5
tricity, ac
Steam turbine 47,711.0 72,491.0 49,064.0 76,112.0

Total out 266,402.1 225,711.7 257,352.2 223,329.3

Net power out 185,976.2 173,171.1 177,449.8 170,664.6 ,,,

TABLE 3-21

PLANT PERFORMANCESUMMARY

Case M1 M2 M3 M4
, ,,,,,

Fuel input (HHV),
MMBtu/br 1,262.5 1,262.5 1,262.5 1,262.5

Net power, kw 185',976.2 173,171.1 177,449.8 170,664.6

Heat rate, Btu/kw-br 6,788.5 7,290.5 7,114.7 7,397'.6

Plant efficiency, % 50.28 46.81 47.97 46.14
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The alr-blown cases require approximately 8000 kw more than the Os-blown
cases. The cleanup system and miscellaneous power requirements are the same for ali
cases. The fuel cell air compressor requirements when the fuel utilization is 85 percent
are twice those needed when the fuel utilization is 55 percent. The resulting net total is
approximately 80,000 kw for the cases having a fuel utilization of 85 percent and
53,000 kw for the cases having a fuel utilization of 55 percent. '

Items that produce power a;e:
,J

(a) Gas cleanup expander

.' (b) Fuel cell stack gas expander

(c) Fuel cell stack

(d) Steam turbine

The power recovered when the pressure is dropped from 21 to 6 atm in the gas
cleanup area is approximately 4000 kw greater than the air-blown cases, due to a
higher flow rate.

The expander in the fuel cell reduces the pressure from 6 atm to atmospheric.
Therefore, the power out of this expander will vary mainly with the flow rate and slightly
with the temperature. The flow rates are higher when the fuel utilization is 85 percent
because the cooling air required by the cathode is higher. In addition, the air-blown
flow rate is higher than the O2-blown flow rate. Therefore, the expander in case M1 (air-
blown, fuel utilization = 0.85) had the greatest power output. Conversely, the expander
in case M4 (O2-blown, fuel utilization = 0.55) had the smallest power outPUt. Finally,
the temperature entering the expander of case M1 (air-blown, fuel utilization = 0.85) is
64°F higher than the temperature entering in case M4 (O2-blown, fuel utiliza-
tion = 0.55), producing approximately an additional 3500 kw of power, for a total of
118,081.9 kw.

The fuel cell ac electricity was held constant at 84,383.2 kw (300 MBtu/hr) for the
85 percent fuel utilization cases, and held constant at 56,255.5 kw (200 MBtu/hr) for the
55 percent fuel utilization cases.

Since ali four steam bottoming cycles are different, the power output is different
for ali four cases. The biggest difference in steam turbine output is a result of the fuel-
cell fuel utilization. The lower fuel-cell fuel-utilization cases result in the highest steam
turbine output. In addition, the Os-blown cases have a slightly higher output from the
steam turbine than the air-blown cases because no additional steam is required before
the gas enters the anode. This is because the gas leaving the cleanup section already
contains sufficient amounts of steam to prevent carbon deposition on the anode for the
cases with an O2-blown gasifier.

The resulting net power is highest at 185,976kw for case M1 (air-blown, fuel
utilization = 0.85). The heat rate is calculated by dividing the fuel input by the net
power. The plant efficiency is calculated by multiplying the net power times a conver-
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slon factor of 3413 Btu/kw-hr times 100 and then dividing by the fuel input. Since ali
cases had the same fuel Input, the case with the highest net power, M1 (air-blown, fuel
utilization = 0,85), also had the highest efficiency, 50.28 percent.

The plant heat rates vary from 6788 Btu/kw-hr (case Ml) to 7397 Btu/kw-hr
, (case m4). The target heat rate value was 7100 Btu/kw-hr. Energy balances were cal-

culated for ali cases. Ali four cases balanced within an acceptable level.

, 3.2.6 Economic Analysis

.A TAG level I economic analysls was used to evaluate system capital costs. A
TAG' level study means a technical and economic evaluation of process plants con-
ducted to a level of detail corresponding to EPRI Technical Assessment Guide (TAG)
1986, EPRI, P-4463-JR-Vl, class I.

According to the American Association of Cost Engineers (AACE), class I studies
are known as order-of-magnitude studies. However, the cost estimates presented here
may be accurate to + 50 percent and -20 percent of actual costs, and thus are some-
what more accurate than the order-of-magnitude estimates required for class I.

3.2.6.1 Plant Construction i

Plant construction costs consist of the following:

(a) Solids handling costs

(b) Oxidant system costs

(c) Coal gasification costs

(d) Gas cleanup costs

(e) Turbomachinery costs

(f) Fuel cell costs

(g) Waste water treatment costs

(h) Solid waste handling costs

(i) Facilities/L'tilitiescosts

The construction costs for ali cases (Ml to M4) are summarized in Table 3-22.

i
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TABLE 3-22

CASE SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION COS'I'S

• Costs ($ M) ,

Item Case M1 Case M2 Case M3 Case'M4

'Solids handling 20.54 20.54 20.54 20'.54 ,

Oxidant system 20.68 20.68 52.34 50.93

,,' Coal gasification 28.03 28.03 24.97 24.97

Gas cleanup 28.38 28.38 28.61 28.61

Turbomachinery 25.89 27.95 27.05 29.71

Fuel cell 34.38 28.56 35.48 30.52

Waste water treatment 0.82 0.80 0.82 0.80

Solid waste handling 4.12 4.12 4.12 4.12

Facilities/utilities 25.11 24.20 25.0,7 24.18
Total construction costs 187.94 183.25 219.00 214.38

,,,

Solid handling costs include those costs associated with a typical coal handling
and stockpiling operation from the plant gate to the gasifier day bin. The costs include
ali normal ancillary equipment but dc, not include in-plant coal dryers and crushing
equipment, which are included as part of gasification costs.

Oxidant system costs are dependent upon selection of either an air-blown or an
O2-blown gasifier. For an air-blown scheme, such costs comprise the air compressors
and ancillaries. For O2-blown schemes, these costs are for a separate oxygen separa-
tion plant, cooling subsystems and necessary pipe links to the gasification plant.

Gasification system costs include ali costs associated with the U-gas process
gasffier, except those specifically included elsewhere. Included are pressure vessels,
piping, coal mills, coal dryers, dry storage bins, fuel distribution, ignition, cyclone
capture/ash reinjection, ash removal to a day hopper, safety systems, and two heat
exchangers.

Gas cleanup costs consist of three components: gas scrubber costs, gas
cleanup heat exchanger costs, and raw gas expander costs. Gas cleanup costs have
been built up based on a vendor quotation for a fluidized-bed, hot zinc-ferrite sulfur-
removal system, and include a Nahcolite system for chlorine capture and a zinc oxide
system for trace hydrogen sulfide capture.

Turbomachinery costs relate to the equipment associated with the power cycle of
a fuel cell plant, namely the steam turbine, fuel cell expander, fuel cell air compressor,
and heat recovery steam generator sets. Also included are the deaerators, condensers

, ,
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or cooling towers, and feedwater pumps. The estimates are based on dollars per kilo-
watt of output, and assume standard off-the-sh_lf equipment designs.

Fuel cell costs are built up from a number of different components-the fuel
system, including the fuel cell stack and associated structural equipment and vessels,

, the fuel cell current inverter, air compressors, expanders, air heaters, and gas-to-steam
heat exchangers.

Waste water treatment costs include ali costs associated with the pumps, piping,
lagoons, and storage tanks used for drainage, collection, and treatment of waste water
within a fuel cell plant. The costs have been developed based on typical costs for
waste water treatment facilities for current utility plants in the size range anticipated.
Costs are estimated on a dollars-per-plant net killowatt electric output basis.

Solid waste handling costs have been developed based on a typical ash-handling
system for a pulverized-coal-fired power plant equipped with limestone scrubbers. In
the fuel cell plant, these costs cover ash handling from the outlet of the surge hopper off
the gasifier and mechanical dust collection hoppers to the outlet of the final ash loading
facility, and include pneumatic and belt conveyers, associated motors and fans, storage
hoppers, and load-out facilities.

Facilities/utilities costs are directly associated with the integrated coal gasifier/fuel
cell power plant. Costs are included for structural steel, foundations, building drainage
and enclosures, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, electric lighting, water and
sewer facilities within the plant, insulation, manways, instrument piping, central control
rooms, electric switch yards, and items not accounted for under other costs. None of
these items is included as part of the general facilities component of capital costs.

3.2.6.2 Variable Operating Costs

Variable operating costs are those costs associated with the operation of a fuel
cell plant, which vary with the rate of electrical output from the plant. These costs
include fuel, dolomite and other sorbents, cooling tower blowdown and process water,
auxiliary power, and waste effluent disposal costs. Replacement of the fuel cell stack
components less any byproduct credits is also included as a variable cost. Fuel costs
are the same for ali cases because the yearly consumption of coal has been fixed.
Similarly, sorbunt and chemical usage is assumed to be the same for ali cases. Thus
variable operating costs for these items do not change between cases. The costs for
coal and dolomite are based on reference information adjusted by the approximate
price index. The cost of catalyst is based on vendor quotes.

Fuel cell stack life is assumed to be 5 years, which means that stack replacement
variable costs are calculated at 20 percent of original stack capital costs per year.

, Replacement costs vary f,'om case to case depending upon fuel cell stack area.
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Variable operating costs for cooling tower blowdown water and raw process water
are based on typical costs for a referencepower plant. Ash disposal cost estimates in
a fuel cell plant have been based on similar casts incurred in a reference power plant.
There may be opportunities for sale and use of ash byproducts, yielding some
economic benefits. These estimates ensure that the income derived from the sale of
byproduct ash is to be offset against ash handling cost, thus resulting in zero net
variable operating costs in ali cases for waste ash handling.

The total variable operating costs are the summation of component variable
operating costs on a dollars-per-hour-of-operation basis. In reporting such costs as a
mill_-atebasis, the following formula was applied.

Var. op. costs, $/hr x 1000
Var. op. costs in mills/kw- hr =

Plantnet output, kw

3.2.6.3 Annual Fixed Operating and Maintenance Costs

Fixed operating and maintenance (O&M) costs do not vary with the fuel cell plant
electric power output. These costs are for plant operators, administrative and support
personnel, maintenance, and maintenance material costs, and include other miscella-
neous costs which are incurred at a nonvariable rate. lt has been assumed that an av-
erage of 18 operators per shift will be required, which is typical for current utility plant
practices, arid that they will be required each shift for the 8760 hours of annual opera-
tion. A reference manhour rate of $23.33 has been chosen for ali cases.

Total annual maintenance costs are determined based on a maintenance factor
multil_lied by plant costs. Maintenance factors range from 1 to 5 percent, and are cho-
sen based on reference information, nature of the processing conditions, type of de-
sign, and severity of application. The maintenance factors vary from area to area, but
for a particular area, are assumed to be uniform for ali cases.

Maintenance cost estimates consist of two components, which are presented
separately as annual maintenance labor costs and annual maintenance material costs.
A 60:40 ratio of maintenance labor: maintenance material costs has been used for this
analysis.

Annual administrative and support labor costs are assumed to be 30 percent of
operator and maintenance labor costs.

3.2.6.4 Capital Costs

A capital costs summary for ali cases is presented in Table 3-23. An example of
capital cost (case Ml) is given in Table 3-24.
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TABLE 3-24

PLANT CAPITAL COST SUMMARY (CASE Ml)
(1990)

P

Capital Requirement

Capital Item MMS S/kw

Total construction cost (total plus cost per kw) 187.94 1,010.57

General facilities 18.79

Project contingency 31.01

Process contingency 12.25

Engineering and home office fees 18.79

Total plant costs 268.79

Interest during construction 8.06

Total plant investment 276.86

Royalty allowance 0,94

Preproduction costs 7.34

Inventory capital 5.39

Initial catalyst and chemicals 8.88

Total capital cost (total plus cost per kw) 299.91 1,612.62

Total capital costs are built up from a number of incremental costs as follows:

(a) Total construction costs are summations of section costs.

(b) General facility costs are assumed to be 10 percent of total construction
costs,

(c) Project contingency is 15 percent of total construction costs and general fa-
cilities costs.

(d) Process contingency has been applied to three subsystems of the fuel cell
plant. A 15 percent process contingency has been added for the gasifica-
tion systems; a 20 percent process contingency has been added for hot gas
cleanup, and 20 percent process contingency has been added for the fuel
cell stack costs. The higher percentage is in recognition of the increased
relative uncertainty associated with estimating costs of developing tech-
nologies. Process contingency has not been applied to the heat exchanger
portion of these systems because heat exchanger costs are already well
established.
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(e) Engineering and home office fees are estimated to be 10 percent of total
construction costs.

(f) Total plant costs are a summation of items (a) through (e) above.

(g) Interest during construction is assessed at 3 percent of the total plant costs.

(h) Total plant investment is the summation of items (f) and (g) above.

' (i) Royalty allowance is 0.5 percent of total construction costs.

..'(j) The preproduction costs are intended to cover operator training, equipment
checkout, major changes in plant equipment, extra maintenance, and ineffi-
cient use of fuel and other materials during plant startup. The preproduction
costs are built up of two incremental charges: the first is 2 percent of total
plant investment to cover expected changes and modifications to equipment
that will be needed to bring the plant up to full capacity. In addition, there is
a fixed $1.8 million to cover miscellaneous fixed and variable costs
anticipated during the startup period.

(k) The value of inventory of fuel, other consumables, and byproducts is
capitalized and included as inventory capital costs. These costs are esti-
mated by multiplying the total variable operating costs on a per-day basis by
the inventory period, which was assumed to be 60 days.

(I) Initial catalyst and chemical cost estimates are derived from vendor quotes.

(m) Total capital costs are the summation of items (h) through (I) above.

Cost of electricity is calculated from the following costs.

(a) The annual fixed charge is expressed on a mills-per-kilowatt basis and is
calculated using total capital costs, net kilowatt output, and the actual oper-
ating hours per year.

(b) Variable operating cost was described in para. 3.2.6.2.

(c) Fixed operating cost was described in para. 3.2.6.3.

(d) Levelized cost of electricity is the summation of items (a) through (c) above.

The calculated costs of electricity for the four cases in this study are given in
Table 3-25.

m
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TABLE 3-25

SYSTEM STUDY, COST OF ELECTRICITY

Cost, mills/kw-hr

Item Case M1 Case M2 CaseM3 Case M4

"Annual fixed charge 36.82 38.45 44.47 43.86 ,

Variable operating cost 22.01 22.10 23.20 21.92

.' Fixed operating cost 8.98 9.40 10.03 9.92

Levelized cost of electricity 67.80 69.95 77.70 75.69

3.2.6.5 Effect of System Variables

3.2.6.5.1 Gasifier Oxidant

Oxygen-blown gasifier cases are characterized as having higher capital costs, to-
gether with higher levelized costs of electricity than comparable air-blown gasifier
cases. Both O2-blown cases, M3 and M4, have significantly higher costs, $1948/kw
and $1921/kw, respectively, than either air-blown case, M1 or M2, $1,613/kw or
$1684/kw, respectively. (The target for capital cost was $1300/kw.) The cost of electric-
ity is also much higher for the O2-blown cases. The significant difference in cost is due
to the high cost of an oxygen plant vs an air plant.

3.2.6.5.2 Fuel Utilization

Fuel utilization factors of 50 and 85 percent nominal were used for this analysis, lt
has been shown that, in general, both 50 percent utilization and 85 percent utilization
will give better performance with a steam bottoming cycle.

Lower utilization factors will result in a reduction in capital cost ($27/kw) and leve-
lized cost of electricity (2 mills/kw-hr) for the oxygen-blown cases. However, the capital
cost and levelized cost of electricity increased by $72/kw and 2 mills/kw-hr, respectively
when the fuel utilization decreased for the air-blown cases.

When the fuel cell fuel utilization is at 55 percent, the steam cycle following the fuel
cell produces more power than when the fuel cell fuel utilization is 85 percent. The cost
of the steam cycle goes up as the amount of power produced goes up. This is true for
the air-blown cases, with the utilization = 085 case having a cost of electricity - 67.80
(case Ml) and the fuel utilization = 0.55 case having a cost of electricity = 69.95
(case M2). However, the reverse is true for the O2-blown cases because it was possible
to completely eliminate the low-pressure process steam and ali associated equipment.
The results were costs of electricity and total capital costs of 77.70 mills/kw-hr and
$1948/kw for case M3 (O2-blown, fuel utilization = 0.85), and 75.69 mills/kw-hr and
$1921/kw for case M4 (air-blown, fuel utilization = 0.55), respectively.
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4. INTERFACIALMODIFICATIONS

Reliable performance at interfaoes between different cell materials is essential to
MSOFC operation. The interfaces must have predictable mechanical, electrical, chem-
ical, and electrochemical behavior. Although the electrode/interconnect interfaces must

, be tailored to ensure acceptable cell performance on a long-term basis, the principal
concern is at the electrode/electrolyte interfaces. The characteristics of these interfaces
have been found to strongly affect cell performance, and interfacial resistance can be

• the dominant dissipative loss in the fuel cell. Previous test results indicate that approx-
imately three-fourths of the resistive losses occurs at electrode/electrolyte interfaces,
while'only one-fourth is attributable to the material resistance. Initial cells made by tape
calendering in other programs also showed high interfacial resistance losses (area spe-
cific resistance of 5.8 ohm.sq cm). Thus, modification of electrodes and electrode/elec-
trolyte interfaces is a promising approach for reducing interfacial resistance loss in the
MSOFC. The objective of this work was to modify electrodes and electrode/electrolyte
interfaces of the MSOFC to improve its electrochemical performance. Modified elec-
trodes and electrode/electrolyte interfaces:fabricated in this work were characterized ill
terms of microstructure, elemental distribution across the interface, and interfacial resis-
tance. The electrochemical performance of MSOFC cells fabricated with modified inter-
faces was evaluated using hydrogen and simulated coal gas as the fuel. The effect on
cell performance of the presence of sulfur contaminants in the fuel was also studied in
this work.

4.1 FABRICATION

4.1.1 Fabrication Methodology

Interfacial modification in the MSOFC was carried out by evaluating electrodes
and electrode/electrolyte interfaces fabricated by the tape calendering technique.

The tape calendering process has been developed for the fabrication of thin
ceramic layers and multilayer structures required for building the MSOFC. The process
begins with a suitable ceramic powder, which is carefully tailored to impart the required
physical and mechanical properties and the desired firing behavior. The powder is then
mixed with a viscous polymer in a high-shear mixer that breaks down agglomerates
and promotes dispersion. The resulting mass is extremely homogeneous, with a
doughy consistency that has many of the same characteristics as a plastic. The mass
is then sheeted into a thin tape using a two-roll mill. The mill has two counter-rotating
rolls with independent, variable speed and temperature controls. The separation
between the rolls is adjustable. Tape thickness is controlled by the spacing of the two
rolls. The tape formed by this process is flexible and can be cut to size, laminated, cor-
rugated, or otherwise formed before firing. Multilayer tapes are formed by laminating
individual layers irl a second rolling operation. The mechanical force during this second
rolling operation bonds the layers together. Theratio of the thicknesses of the individual
layers within the multilayer tape can be altered or controlled by varying the initial thick-
ness of each layer during the lamination step. The schematic diagram of the tape cal-

" endering process is shown in Figure 4-1. One of the key features of the tape calender-
ing process is its ability to produce a stronger, more uniform green body than that
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Figure 4-1. Schematic Diagram of Tape Calendering

formed via other ceramic technologies. The ceramic structure obtained is expected to
have a high degree of uniformity and significantly fewer defects, resulting in improved
mechanical and electrical performance.

The interfacial study was carried out with single cells and electrode/electrolyte
samples. A single cell is a trilayer composite made of anode (A), electrolyte (E), and
cathode (C) layers. In this work, single cells also incorporated a modified cathode layer
(C'). Therefore, studies were also carried out for single cells consisting of A/E/C'/C and
A/E/C' layers. An electrode/electrolyte sample is a symmetric composite made of
A/E/A layers, C/E/C layers, C/C'IE/C'IC layers, or C'IEIC' layers. Single cells were
used for determining overall cell performance and total interfacial resistance. Electrode/
electrolyte samples were used for determining individual electrode/electrolyte interfacial
resistance. The interfacial resistance value obtained for symmetric composites is di-
vided by two to give the interfacial resistance of each individual interface. The construc-
tion of the different types of single cells and electrode/electrolyte composites is shown
schematically in Figure 4-2. Examples of cross sections of green single cells and elec-
trode/electrolyte composite tapes formed by the calendering technique are given in Fig-
ure 4-3.

4.1.2 Modifications of Electrodes and Electrode/Electrolyte Interfaces

Modifications of the cathode and cathode/electrolyte interface were focused on in-
creasing cathode porosity, modifying cathode microstructure and material, and improv-
ing cathode bonding. Strontium-doped lanthanum manganite powders from HUA As-
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Figure 4-2. Construction oi Single Cells and Electrode/Electrolyte Composites

sociates were used for the preparation of cathode layers used in this work. The powder
had a relatively high surface area (8 to 13 sq m/g) and was generally agglomerated.
The powder was calcined at elevated temperatures to coarsen the particles and reduce
reactivity. The porosity (along with firing shrinkage and flexibility) of the cathode was
tailored by varying the proportions of calcined and uncalcined powdels and by varying
the solid content of the cathode batch formulation. Pore formers were also added to in-
crease cathode porosity. A cathode formulation was developed to contain 45 percent
solids by volume of lanthanum manganite powder. These modifications successfully in-
creased the cathode porosity (and at the same time, did not cause significant mismatch
in the firing shrinkage between the cathode and the other cell components). Typical re-
sults aregiven in Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1

SINTEREDCATHODE PROPERTIES
(45 Volume Percent Solids Loading)

,,,,

Percent of
. Cathode Percent Density, Theoretical

Batch Shrinkage g/cu cm Density Batch Characteristics
C-07247 23 6.20 91 Initial formulation

• C-10277 20 5.92 87 Calclned powder
C-04068 19 ,5.18 76 Calctned powder plus pore formers--
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Figure 4-3. Micrographs of Green Single Cells and Electrode/Electrolyte Composites
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Figure 4-4 is a htgh-magnlftcatlon SEM photograph showing the morphology of
the cathode layer. The cathode shows a porous structure wtth the Interconnected
pores requlred for gas transport to the reaction sttes. Single cells and cathode/
electrolyte composites were fabricated with porous cathode layers. Figure 4-5 Is a SEM
photograph of a fracture surface of a single cell sintered at 1350°C. The porous layer
on the left side is the NIO/Y203-Zr02 anode (the NIO will be reduced to nickel metal
when exposed to the fuel environment). The thick layer is the high,density

' Y203-stabilized Zr02 electrolyte, and the two porous layers on the right stde are the
cathode/electrolyte intermediate layer and the Sr-doped LaMn03 cathode.

Figure 4-4. SEM Photograph of Cathode Layer

Figure 4-6 shows the optical micrographs of polished cross-sections of the com-
posites. As can be seen from the figure, the cathode layers are porous, and the elec-
trolyte is dense. The samples display good bonding between layers.

In this work, cathode porosity and morphology were also modified by using lan-
thanum manganate powder synthesized by solid-state reaction. In general, the HUA
Associates powder, prepared by the liquid mix method, is relatively fine and sinterable
with a surface area of about 9 sq m/g. Powders produced by solid-state reactions are
expected to be relatively coarse and less sinterable. The solid-state reaction prepara-
tion of the powder utilized the oxides, carbonates, or nitrates of La, Sr, and Mn as pre-
cursor materials. An aqueous slurry of the precursor materials was prepared and spray
dried. The spray-dried product was heated to decompose the nitrates and then cal-
cined at elevated temperatures to complete the solid-state formation of Sr-doped LaM-
nO3. Figure 4-7 shows the morphology of the cathode powder prepared by the solid-

F -59B05
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Figure 4-5, Fracture Surface of A/E/C Single Cell

Figure 4-6. Optical Micrograph of C/E/C Composite (METC 15-06)
F-59806
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F-59717

Figure 4-7. SEM Photograph of Sr-doped LaMnO3
Powder Prepared by Solid State Reaction

state process described above. For comparison, a SEM photograph of the HUA
Associates powder used in this program is given in Figure 4-8. lt is clear that the two
powders have quite different particle morphologies. The solid-state reaction powder
has a surface area of about 2.7 sq m/g and a mean particle size of about 7 l_m. Lan-
thanum manganite powder synthesized by solld-state reaction was incorporated into
the cathode formulation. The results are summarized in Table 4-2.

TABLE 4-2

CHARACTERISTICSOF CATHODE BATCHES PREPAREDWITH
LIQUID MIX AND SOLID-STATEREACTION POWDERS

PercentTheoretical Porosity Diameter
,,,,,

Batch Constituent Density Total Open Shrinkage
Percent

C-08238 Liquid mix powder 79.6 20.4 14.8 20.5
C-08319 Solid-state ' 67.2' 32.8 31.0 '19.5

powder plus liquid
mix powder

F-59807
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Figure 4-8. SEM Photograph of HUA Associates Sr-doped
LaMnO3Powder (Calcined at 1200°C, 5 br)

As can be seen from Table 4-2, the use of solid-state reaction powder in the cath-
ode formulation resulted in a significant increase in the total po_'osityand doubled the
open porosity present in the baseline cathode. In addition, the data in Table 4-2 show
that the solid-state reaction powder does not result in a significant change in total
shrinkage relative to that of the baseline batch,

The cathode material was also modified. This modification was aimed at improv-
ing the three-phase (ionic/electronic/gas) active area at the cathode/electrolyte interface
and the thermal expansion and shrinkage match between the cathode and electrolyte.
Figure 4-9 shows a SEM photograph of a modified cathode layer. Compared with the
cathode layer before the modification (Figure 4-4), this modified cathode (C') is less po-
rous; however, the porosity of this layer is sufficient for use in the MSOFC. The modi-
fied cathode (C') was evaluated in this work as a single layer and as an intermediate
layer between the baseline cathode and the electrolyte. Figures 4-10 to 4-13 show opti-
cal micrographs of polished cross sections of single cells and cathode/electrolyte com-
posites fabricated with this modified cathode material.

Single cells and cathode/electrolyte composites were also fabricated to examine
the effect on interfacial resistance of cathode bonding. Samples were made with and
without solvent bonding between layers. An optical micrograph of a C/E/C composite
with solvent bonding between the layers is shown in Figure 4-14. Comparison of
Figures 4-6 and 4-14 indicates no significant differences between cathode/electrolyte in-

F-59B08
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Figure 4-9. SEM Photograph of Modified Cathode Layer

Figure 4-10. Fracture Surface of A/E/C' Single Cell (METC 16-08)
F-59809
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MODIFIED
ANODE ELECTROLYTE CATHODE CATHODE

Figure 4-11. SEM Photograph of Fracture Surface of a Single
Cell with Modified Cathode as Intermediate Layer

F-59715
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Figure 4-13. Optical Micrograph of a Polished Cross-
Section of C/C'/E/C'/C Composite

F-59720

Figure 4-14. Optical Micrograph of C/E/C Composite
(with Solvent Bonding) (METC 15-08)• F-59811

=
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terfaces in composite samples with and without solvent bonding. The electrochemical
characterization results, discussed in para. 4.2, confirm this observation.

Modifications of the anode and anode/electrolyte interface were focused on
improving nickel distribution in the anode. The anode was made from Tosoh TZ-8Y sta-
bilized zirconia powder and Baker reagent-grade NiO. The batch formulation for the
anode contained about 40 volume percent solids loading. To increase the porosity of
the anode, the anode batch was modified. These modifications included adding pore i

formers to the batch and using coarse and less sinterable zirconia powder (calcined zir-
conia). Anode batches using both calcined zirconia and pore formers had a sintered
porosity of 10 to 25 percent (within the desired range prior to reduction of NiO to Ni
metal). The microstructures of a typical anode are shown after air firing in Figure 4-15
and in Figure 4-16 after hydrogen reduction. The nickel phase in the hydrogen-
reduced anode appears as bright spherical particles, while the zirconia appears as the
gray phase. The relationship between the air-fired porosity and the hydrogen-reduced
porosity is presented in Figure 4-17. As seen, the porosity in the anode samples, after
hydrogen reduction, is within the target range of 20 to 50 percent. The anode modifica-
tion effort in this work thus concentrated on modification of nickel distribution. The ef-
fort included the use of additives in the anode formulation and milling of nickel oxide
powder to improve nickel distribution. The performance of modified anodes was ex-
amined using single cell and anode/electrolyte composite samples. Figure 4-18 shows,
as an example, an optical micrograph of a typical anode/electrolyte composite fabri-
cated in this work. Porosity can be seen as black spots in the micrograph. As can be
seen from the figure, the anode layers are porous, and the electrolyte is dense. The
sample displays good Donding between the layers.

4.2 ELECTROCHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION

4.2.1 General Methodology

Electrochemical characterization was conducted on a series of MSOFC single
cells and electrode/electrolyte composites in order to determine their interfacial per-
formance under a variety of experimental conditions. These characterizations included
dc polarization, alternating current impedance, and constant current experiments.

The characterization was carried out on composite discs with electrical connec-
tions through platinum screen current collectors. The current collectors were attached
to the cell by platinum paste in a two-step firing process. The first,step involved firing a
thin layer of platinum paste on the electrode. The platinum screen Wasthen attached to
the electrode with more platinum paste and retired at high temperatures. This tech-
nique produces a platinum layer with a relatively large particle size, which resides on the
surface of the anode and cathode and does not hinder mass transport in the elec-
trodes. Attaching the current collectors in this manner uniformly distributes the current
across the electrode surface without interfering with the electrochemical performance of
the cell.

In order to test single cells, a reducing atmosphere had to be established on the
anode side, and an oxidizing atmosphere had to be established on the cathode side.
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Figure 4-15. Microstructure of Anode After Firing

Figure 4-!6. Microstructure of Anode After Hydrogen Reduction F-59814
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This was established and maintained by cementing the cell to the end of a fully stabi'
lized zirconia tube. A zirconia extension tube was cemented onto the cathode side of
the cell in a similar manner. After the fuel cell was cemented to the zirconia tube, its ef-
fective electrochemically active area was generally 2.72 sq cm. Platinum wires were
spot welded to the platinum current collectors for electrical connections to the cell. A

, platinum-10% rhodium wire was also connected to the cell for a thermocouple. A refer-
ence electrode consisting of a platinum paste electrode on the outside of the zirconia
gas manifold tube near the cell was added to the apparatus. The reference electrode

' allowed for electrochemical studies to be conducted on either the anode or cathode

separately. The zirconia tube with the cell was then placed inside a larger-diameter alu-
mina tube. The two atmospheres were established by flowing fuel down a small feeder
tube inside the zirconia tube and flowing oxidant down a small feeder tube inside the
alumina tube shown in Figure 4-19. Both feeder tubes were terminated within a centi-
meter of the cell. A purge gas (helium) was flowed outsid,'_.the zirconia tube.

CELL

PURGE GAS _,
,,i i ,.

,' ' !I i i i i J

FUEL _ .,, AIR

, , , , , , ,, ,. ",'
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IG-01613

Figure 4-19. Diagram of MSOFC Composite Test Apparatus

The electrochemical studies on single-cell composites include polarization, con-
stant current, and ac impedance experiments. Ali voltage measurements on the fuel
cell were four-probe measurements used to eliminate interference from lR drop and ca-
pacitance in the current-carrying wires. The current of the fuel cells was controlled by
an Amel model 555B potentiostat/galvanostat (10 amp maximum current). The ac im-
pedance studies were conducted with a Solartron frequency response analyzer

, coupled to a Stonehart BC1200 potentiostat/galvanostat.
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The electrochemical studies on electrode/electrolyte composites were ac imped-
ance experiments. In recent years ac impedance techniques 2 have proven to be a
valuable tool in determining bulk and interfacial characteristics of many electrochemical
systems. The power of this method and the success of its use in other devices with
stabilized zirconia electrolytes have identified it as a useful experimental method for the
study of monolithic fuel cells.

In impedance techniques, a low-amplitude alternating voltage is applied to the
electrodes of an electrochemical cell, and the resulting current is measured and com-
pared with the input signal. The change in amplitude and phase of the current is deter-
mined over a wide range of frequencies. The real and imaginary part of the impedance
can then be obtained from the experimental results at each frequency. With sophisti-
cated electronic equipment such as a frequency response analyzer, impedance studies
can be performed relatively quickly and with a high degree of accuracy.

A complex plot of the imaginary component of the impedance vs the real compo-
nent of the impedance over a wide range of frequencies for a monolithic fuel cell com-
posite generally results in a circular arc as shown in Figure 4-20. The shape and size of
each arc depend on the electrochemical characteristics of the anode/electrolyte and ca-
thode/electrolyte interfaces in the cell. Generally each interface acts as a capacitor and
resistor in parallel, which gives rise to a semicircular arc with its center on the real axis.
In a porous electrode interface, there is a distribution of capacitive effects which distorts
the shape of the semicircle. Physical or chemical changes in an interface can be re-
lated to variations in the shape and size of its respective arc. The bulk resistance of the
cell can be determined from the high-frequency limit of the curve.

4.2.2 Electrochemical Characterization of Interfaces

Electrochemical studies were performed on single cells using established ac
impedance and dc polarization techniques. Ali single cells were tested at 1000°C with
air as the oxidant, and a mixture of hydrogen and water as the fuel.

The controlled-current polarization curves for single cells METC 08-03 and 08-04,
shown in Figure 4-21, show the good performance characteristics of the cells. In the
tests, the fuel was 97 percent H2 and 3 percent H20 with a theoretical open circuit of
1.055 v. The actual open circuits were 1.037 v for cell 08-03 and 1.043 v for cell 08-04,
whici-_indicates that the cement seals on both cells were good. Current densities of
1.33 and 1.06 amp/sq cm were obtained at the 0 voltage output of cells 08-03 and
08-04 respectively. The polarization curves of both cells are relatively linear over a wide
range to about 600 ma/sq cm where the onset of some transport hindrance is appar-
ent. Several species may be limiting cell performance; one possibility is the transport of
electrons in the electrolyte from the electrode to the reaction site on the electrolyte sur-
face. Another possibility is the surface diffusion and/or adsorption of reactant/product
gas molecules to the reaction sites on the electrolyte.

2 J.R. McDonald, Impedance Spectroscopy Emphasizing Solid Materials and Systems, John Wiley and
Sons, Inc., 1987.
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The complex impedance curves obtained from the ac impedance studies of cells
08-03 and 08-04 were similar. The curve for cell 08-04 is given in Figure 4-22. The total
area specific resistance of the cells (obtained from the low-frequency intercept of the
complex impedance curve) was 0,627 ohm/sq cm for cell 08-03 and 0,717 ohm/sq cm
for cell 08-04. As expected, these values correlate well with the initial slopes of the
polarization curves of the cells, The bulk resistance of the cells (obtained from the high-
frequency intercept of the complex impedance curve) was 0.224 ohm/sq cm and 0,250
ohm/sq cm for cells 08-03 and 08-04 respectively. The lower bulk resistance for 08-03
can be attributed to its thinner electrolyte layer. The total interfacial resistance of cell
08-03 was 0.403 ohm/sq cm and that of cell 08-04 was 0.467 ohm/sq cm. Both cells
have similar electrode/electrolyte physical characteristics and perform similarly.
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Figure 4-22. Complex Impedance Plot of Single Cell ME'TC 08-04 (Area = 2.72 cm 2) at
1000°C with Air as the Oxidant and H2/H20 = 97/3 as the Fuel

Three types of cathode/electrolyte composites were studied' C/E/C, C'/E/C', and
C/C'/E/C'/C. The interfacial resistance of the composites was measured in an oxidant
mixture of 02 and N2. An example of a complex impedance plot is shown in
Figure 4-23. None of the complex impedance plots of the composites exhibited a
Warburg component, which indicates that there is no mass transport hindrance in the
electrodes. Posttest examination of the composites also indicated that sufficient poros-

ity was present in the cathode layers to allow sufficient oxygen transport. J

The effect of oxygen partial pressure on the interfacial resistances of these three
composites is shown in Figure 4-24, and the effect of temperature on the interfacial re-
sist_,nces is shown in Figure 4-25. Clearly, the data show that the composites with the
modified cathode material (C') offer better performance. The C'/E/C' composites per-
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formed similarly to the C/C'/E/C'/C composites, The interfacial resistance of the
cathode/electrolyte interface decreases with increasing oxygen partial pressure and in-
creasing temperature, The results of the C'/E/C' composites from different series are
compared in Figures 4-26 and 4-27. lt is clear that the C'/E/C' composites from the im-
proved series (SCl193 N and M) have a lower interfacial resistance and should perform
better in a MSOFC.

In addition, solvent bonding did not improve the cathode/electrolyte interfacial re-
sistance; the fact that C/E/C composites with or without solvent bonding performed
similarly indicates that solvent bonding does not significantly affect the cathode interfa-
cial performance.

Anode/electrolyte composites were studied by ac impedance methods.
Figure 4-28 shows typical complex impedance plot of an A/E/A composite obtained at
1000°C in 97 percent H2/3 percent H20.

The two circular arcs in the complex impedance plot in Figure 4-28 have a local
maximum at approximately 8 Hz and 1.5 kHz. An order-of-magnitude estimate of the
time constants for the phenomena can be obtained from the inverse of the angular fre-
quency- 20 and 0.1 msec. The high-frequency arc has been associated with the elec-
trochemical reaction, and the low-frequency arc with adsorption/desorption of reactant/

,i
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product gas molecules.3 Considering the phenomena that can occur at the interface, it
is difficult to find a process that could have a time constant as long as 20 msec. No in-
formation on the rate of adsorption/desorption of gas molecules on zirconia at 1000°C
was found to support or refute the theory.

Determining the phenomena associated with each circular arc is beyond the
scope of this work. In fact, the possibility of the existence of other arcs that are ob-
scured by the two apparent large arcs cannot be excluded. For this work it is enough
that the arcs can be associated with interfacial effects.

The effect of changing the concentration of H2in the fuel was examined. General-
ly changing the concentration of H2 from a few mole percent to pure hydrogen had only
a small effect on the interfacial resistance of the electrode. Likewise, diluting the fuel
with He did little to change the interfacial resistance, as can be seen in Figure 4-29.

Conversely, the partial pressure of H20 had a significant influence on the complex
impedance plot of the A/E/A composite (Figure 4-30) and on the interfacial resistance of
the electrode (Figure 4-31). This effect has been observed by other researchers in simi-

3M. Kleitz, H. Bernard, E. Fernandez, and E. Schouler, Advances in Ceramics, Vol. 3, pp. 310-336 (1981).
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lar systems 4. Changes in interfacial resistance resulting from variation of H20 partial
pressure were found to be totally reversible. The decrease in interfacial resistance with
increasing H20 content was not significant once the H20 content reached a few per-
cent. As one might expect from kinetic considerations, the interfacial resistance in-
creased with increasing H20 content at high H20 concentrations, suggesting a mini-
mum in the interfacial resistance vs H2-to-H20 ratio.

The results with CO/CO2 fuel were similar to those of the same system with
H2/H20 fuel. An example of this can be seen in Figure 4-32, which shows the effect of
the ratio of CO to CO2 on the interfacial resistance. The system did exhibit a minimum
in interfacial resistance. Similar to the H2/H20 fuel situation, changes in interfacial
resistance with th_ ratio of CO to CO2 were found to be reversible.

Recently, in some of the elec*"ochemical polarization studies on single cells fabri-
cated in this work, the flattening of the slope of the polarization curve has been ob-
served. This effect is enhanced by using oxygen rather than air as the oxidant. One=

possible explanation for this behavior is the following: since the electrochemical studies
are being performed in the galvanostatic mode, electrons are essentially being forced
into and out of the cell while the voltage is measured. At _ high enough current, the
electrochemical reaction cannot follow the flow of electrons through the system. This
increases the electron/hole gradient across the electrolyte to a point where the electron-

=
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ic current becomes significant. This reasoning explains the enhancement of the effect
when oxygen is the oxidant because the hole conduction increases with the partial
pressure of oxygen.

lt should be noted that performing the polarization studies potentiostatically (con-
trolled cell voltage) does not preclude the onset of an electronic current across the elec.
trolyte, but the effect should be less significant. Also, as the performance of the inter-
face improves, the current density at which the electronic current becomes significant .j

should increase.

..As an initial test of this explanation, a series of galvanostatic and potentiostatic po-
lari;_ationstudies was conducted on a single cell first with air and then oxygen as the ox-
idant. The experiments were conducted at 1000°C with H2/H20 (97 percent/3 percent)
as the fuel. As shown in Figure 4-33, when air was used as an oxidant, the polarization
curve was relatively linear, and both (galvanostatic and potentiostatic) polarization
curves were essentially the same. The galvanostatic polarization curve of the cell exhib-
ited a flattening of the slope when the oxidant was changed to oxygen, as shown in Fig-
ure 4-34. The potentiostatic polarization curve given in Figure 4-34 also shows some
flattening, but the difference between the curves is quite clear. The lower current from
the potentiostatic polarization curve is a strong indication that an electronic current
across the electrolyte is occurring at the high current densities. However, further work
must be clone to confirm this.

The single cells tested in this work were analyzed by ceramographic techniques
after the tests were completed. The examination of each sample included mounting
and polishing the sample, opticaf microscopy, SEM examination, and elemental dot
mapping by X-ray analysis. The thicknesses of the layers and the porosity of the elec-
trode materials were determined using these microscopic techniques. An example is
the posttest examination of single cell METC 08-03 (A/E/C'/C configuration).

Figure 4-35 is a backscatter electron image (BEI) of the anode/electrolyte inter-
face. The contrast in the BEI arises from differences in atomic number, i.e., high-z ele-
ments appear lighter, and Iower-z elements (and pores) appear darker. The nickel dis-
tribution in the anode appears very uniform, and the sample has a good mixture of
large and small pores. Figure 4-36 is a nickel dot map of the same area shown in
Figure 4-35. Again, the nickel distribution seems very uniform, and little diffusion of
nickel into the electrolyte is apparent. The nickel background count is uniform over the
sample in locations other than th, anode.

Figure 4-37 is a BEI of the cathode/electrolyte interface. The cathode porosity ap-
pears quite adequate in this sample. The modified cathode (C') layer appears to have
slightly lower porosity than the standard cathode (C) layer. The shape and size distribu-
tion of the pores seems to be the main difference, i.e., the C' layer has more spherical
and uniform-size pores than the C layer. The bright particles in some of the pores ap-
pear to be platinum particles that migrated into the cathode during application of the
current collectors. Figures 4-38 and 4-39 are dot maps of the Mn and La distribution in
the same area shown in Figure 4-37. The C' and C layers are clearly distinguished by
the differences in Mn and La concentrations. The Mn and La concentrations clearly

,,
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Figure 4-35. Backscatter Electron Image (BEI) of Anode/Electrolyte
Interface Area of Single Cell METC 08-03, 1500X

. ,_ . F-59725". F.62_2

' Figure 4-36. Nickel Dot Map of Anode/Electrolyte Interface Area of
Single Cell METC 08-03, 1500X
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Figure 4-37. BEI of Cathode/Electrolyte Interface Area
of Single Cell METC 08-03, 1000X
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Figure 4-38. Manganese Dot Map of Cathode/Electrolyte Interface
Area of Single Cell ME-TC 08-03, 1000X
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drop to background levels at the C'/E interface, indicating little diffusion of these ele-
ments into the electrolyte. This single cell was a reasonably good performer because
of good porosity in the electrodes, uniform distribution of elements in the electrodes,
good bonding between the electrodes and the electrolyte, and a dense electrolyte.

Figure 4-39. Lanthanum Dot Map of Cathode/Electrolyte Interface
Area of Single Cell METC 08-03, IO00X

4.3 PERFORMANCETESTING

Fabricated single cells were tested in this effort to verify electrochemical perform-
ance on hydrogen and simulated coal gases under specified conditions of pressure,
temperature, gas composition, and current density. This testing effort also included an
investigation c" the effects of sulfur contaminants on cell performance and life.

4.3.1 Testing Methodology

The apparatus and test setup for ali performance testing was similar to that
described in the electrochemical characterization section. Performance tests in the
work included determination of open-circuit voltage, controlled current polarization ex-
periments, and ac impedance measurements. In controlled current polarization experi-
ments, the applied current was incrementally applied and the voltage recorded after an

. equilibration period. Data were plotted as voltage vs current density. Performance
curves were typically obtained in anode/cathode gas mixtures of 5 percent H2 in He
(mixed to provide a 97/3 H2/H2 0 ratio)/air; (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20)/air, and (97

' percent H2, 3 percent H20)/oxygen and simulated coal gas (67 percent H z, 22 percent
CO, "11percent H20)/air. Reactant gas utilizations were typically kept very low ( < 5 per-

F-59816
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cent). Ac impedance in the same gas mixtures was measured at the open-circuit cell
voltage using a Princeton Applied Research model 378 impedance system. Frequency
sweeps were typically performed over the range of 100 MHz to 100 kHz. The imped-
ance data were plotted as the imaginary component vs the real component. The result-
ing curves typically appeared as a series of semicircular arcs whose high-frequency in-
tercept corresponded to the bulk cell resistance. The total cell resistance was
determined by the low-frequency intercept. The difference between the total and bulk
resistance was termed the interfacial resistance. The interfacial resistance is produced
by the distribution of capacitive effects at the various ceramic layer interfaces within the
fuel cell.

In addition, constant current endurance tests were carried out. In these tests, the
voltage of the cell under load was monitored over time.

4.3.2 Performance Testing Results

Performance testing of a number of single cells with modified electrodes and in-
terfaces was carried out. Examples of the test results obtained are given in Table4-3.
In general, the cells showed reasonably good open-circuit voltage levels. For example,
single cell METC 18-05 has an open-circuit voltage of 1.051 v in (97 percent H2, 3 per-
cent HzO)/air at 1000°C, close to the theoretical value, 1.055 v. The resistive compo-
nents of each cell were determined by ac impedance techniques. The polarization data
for the cell METC 48-05 show a significant improvement in cell performance. At 400 mv,
the cell achieved 830 ma/sq cm in (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20)/air (total cell area
specific resistance = 0.55 ohm sq cm) and 2425 ma/sq cm in (97 percent H2, 3 per-
cent HzO)/oxygen (total cell area specific resistance = 0.456 ohm sq cm).
Figure 4-40 shows the polarization curves obtained for cell 38-06 in a fuel gas composi-
tion _ f,97percent H2, 3 percent H20) and an oxidant gas of either air or oxygen. In ad,
dition to the standard performance tests in (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20)/air and (97
percent H2, 3 percent H20)/oxygen, selected single cells were subjected to constant
current endurance tests using simulated coal gas as a fuel. Test data obtained for
single cell METC 48-05 are given here as an example. Figures 4-41 and 4-42 show the
voltage/current curves for cell 48-05, tested with l'97 percent H2/3 percent H20)/air, (97
percent H2, 3 percent H20)/air, and (67 percent H2, 22 percent CO, 11 percent H20)/air.
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TABLE 4-3

EXAMPLES OF SINGLE-CELL TEST RESULTS

ReSistance"

, Cell OCV Ohmic, inierfaclal, ....... Total'cell,
No, Gas Composltlon MV DC ohms/sq cm ohms/sq cm ohms/sq cm

10-03 5% H2(97/3 H2/H20)/alr 945 0.24 1.42 1,66

' 97% H2 (3% H20)/alr 972 0.25 1,08 1.33

97% H2 (3%H20)/oxygen 1065 0,24 0,38 0,62

18-'05 5% H2 (97/3 H2/H20)/alr .....910 0.31 0.72 1,04

97% H2(3% H20)/air 1051 0,31 0,81 1.11

97% H2 (3%H20)/oxygen 1082 0.31 0,46 0.77

48-03 97% H2 (3% H20)/air " 993 0,40 .......0,46 0.86

97% H2 (3%H20)/oxygen 1062 0,40 0,34 0,74

67% H2, 22% CO, 11% H20/air 944 0.64 0,31 0.95

48-05 97% H2(3% H20)/air 983 0.27 0.28 0,55

97% H2 (3%H20)/oxygen 1040 0.25 0.14 0,39

67% H2, 22% CO, 11% H20/air 946 0.26 0.23 0,49,,
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Figure4-40. PerformanceCurvefor SingleCell38-06
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Figure 4-43 is a plot of the voltage vs time data obtained for cell 48-05. The cell
voltage was 860 mv for an initial 24-hour period in (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20)/air.
At the ,z4-hour mark, the fuel gas was changed to (67 percent H2, 22 percent CO, 11
Percent H20), and maintained at approximately 820 to 830 mv for 72 hours, The gas
was switched back to (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20) and the cell operated for an addi-
tional 66 hours. The total run time for cell 48-05 was 162 hours.
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Figure 4-43. Plot of Cell Voltage vs Time for Cell 48-05

Single cells were also fabricated with corrugated anodes and cathodes bonded to
each side of the cell to form gas channels (called single-cell stacks). Figure 4-44
shows, as an example, a photograph of one such stack. These stacks were electro-
chemically tested in (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20)/air. The performance of the stacks
was significantly lower than expected based on single-cell data. Posttest analysis iden-
tified the problem of dense cathodes resulting from faulty thermocouples during stack
firing.

4.3.3 Influence of Sulfur Contaminants on Performance

In addition to the standard performance testing in (97 percent H2, 3 percent
H20)/air and (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20)/oxygen, several cells were subjected to
additional testing in fuel gas streams containing sulfur. The objectives of the sulfur test-
ing were to study the effect of sulfur on cell performance and to evaluate the reversibility

, of sulfur contamination. Cell testing was conducted by first evaluating baseline per-
formance in (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20 ) fuel gas, followed by performance and en-
durance testing in the same mixture containing low-level sulfur contamination. Fuel
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Figure 4-44. Single Cell Stack (1 in. by 1 in. Footprint Area)

streams containing sulfur were produced by blending gas streams of pure hydrogen,
and hydrogen containing hydrogen sulfide. The sulfur stream was injected into the
hydrogen/water stream at a location downstream of the gas/water saturator. The tem-
perature of the saturator was regulated to maintain the desired 3 percent water
concentration.

Sulfur tests on cell 38-06 were conducted with a fuel stream containing 50 ppm
sulfur. The 50 ppm sulfur was introduced to the fuel stream after the completion of ini-
tial baseline performance tests and 4 hours at 400 ma/sq cm in a fuel gas of (97 per-
cent H2, 3 percent H20). The sulfur immediately produced a detrimental effect on the
cell voltage, Within a period of 5 hours, the voltage decayed from an initial value of 790
mv to a value of 345 mv. Due to the magnitude of the voltage decay, the sulfur test was
discontinued, and the fuel was returned to (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20 ). From the
plot of voltage vs time it is evident that the cell voltage did not return to the value it had
attained before the introduction of the sulfur.

The cu,rent density vs cell voltage plot made after introduction of sulfur
(Figure 4-45) suggests that the 50 ppm sulfur had 7rreversible effects on cell perform-
ance. The impedance data and resistance values indicate that the reduced perform-
ance is primarily due to an increase in the ohmic or materials resistance of the cell.
Since the data suggestea that sulfur concentrations > _0 ppm result in irreversible re-
duction in cell performance, ali remaining sulfur tests were conducted at 2- to 15-ppm
sulfur concentrations. F._,_
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Figure 4-45. Performance Curve for Single Cell 38-06 Showing Influence of Sulfur

Constant current (250 ma/sq cm) endurance tests of cell SC1113-05 in a fuel gas
stream containing 2 to 15 ppm sulfur were conducted over a 140-hour period. A base-
line performance of 840 mv in (97 percent H2, 3 percent H20) was recorded during the
initial 21 hours. The effect of 2, 5, and 10 ppm S on cell voltage for short periods of
time (24 hours at each concentration) is illustrated i_"_Figure 4-46. The voltage after the
lO-ppm sulfur test was approximately 710 mv. The reversib;lity of the reduction in cell
potential was examined by removing the sulfur contaminant and returning the fuel gas
composition to the initial (97 percent H2,3 percent H20). Removing the sulfur trom the
fuel stream resulted in a significant recovery in cell voltage. The cell voltage returned to
a va;ue of 800 mv after 26 hours. Reintroducing 15 ppm sulfur resulted in a significant
reduction in cell voltage. This test was terminated due to a crack in the outer alum,,a
tube. Similar effects of sulfur were also observed in constant current endurance tests of
cell SC1113-08 (Figure 4-47).

Overall, the results indicate that under the specific conditions (time and sulfur con-
centrations) tested, even low concentrations of sulfur in the fuel have deleterious effects
on performance, but the effects of low sulfur concentrations in (97 percent H2,3 percent
H20) appear to be reversible.
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5. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Significant results of the DOE/ME'TCwork on the MSOFC are summarized below:

(a) Manufacturing cost study: The manufacturing costs for both the coflow and
" crossflow MSOFC's have been assessed based on the fabrication flow

charts developed by direct scaleup of laboratory processes. The cos,:s fac-
. tored into the fuel cell manufacturing cost included manufacturing facility

costs, raw material costs, processing costs, inspection costs, and a variety
of overhead costs. The assumptions for this study include size of fabrication

• unit (25 kw for crossflow and 50 kw for coflow), power density (0.85 v at 300
ma/sq cm), and other assumptions associated with plant and facility. As-
suming a nominal production rate of 200 Mw/year, the MSOFC stack fabri-
cation price (cost plus 30 percent margin) has been found to fall between
$380/kw and $173/kw, depending on the IViSOFCdesign (coflow or cross-
flow) and the location of the fabrication plant (Southwestern or Northeastern
u.s.).

(b) System design and cost study: Integrated coal-based MSOFC systems
have been defined in this study. Four plant arrangements were evaluated to
identify the most promising cases. One case, Ml, which incorporates an
air-blown, 21-atm, fluidized bed gasifier with a 6-atm fuel cell, designed at
0.65 v with a current density of 500 amp.sq ft and utilizing a fuel cell system
component pressure drop of 1 psi, was selected as the preferred system, lt
has a steam bottoming cycle and 80 percent fuel utilization in the fuel cell.

Case M1 resulted in a plant efficiency of 50.28 percent, capital costs of
$1612.62/kw, and a cost of electricity of 67.80 milts/kw-hr. These cost num-
bers were based on a fuel cell stack cost of $332/kw (in 1990 dollars). The
capital costs were calculated using a TAG class-l-type analysis.

(c) Interfacial modifications: MSOFC electrodes and electrode/electrolyte inter-
faces have been modified to improve the fuel cell electrochemical perform-
ance. The interfacial resistance of single cells has been reduced significantly
in this work (from an initial area specific resistance of about 5.8 ohm.sq cm
to a value of about 0.55 ohm.sq cm). Work on the cathode and cathode/
electrolyte int_.rfacewas concentrated on modification of electrode porosity,
electrode morphology, electrode material, and interfacial bonding. Modifica-
tions of the anode and anode/electrolyte interface included the use of addi-
tives and improvement of nickel distribution. The cathode/electrolyte interfa-
cial resistance has been reduced to 0.10 ohm.sq cm (at 1000°C in air). The
anode/electrolyte interfacial resistance has been reduced to 0.18 ohm.sq cm

• (at 1000°C in 97 percent H2/3 percent H20) as measured by ac impedance
techniques. The effects of gas composition and temperature on interfacial
resistance were investigated. The interfacial resistance of the anode/electro-
lyte has been found to be very much dependent on the H20 (or CO2) partial
pressure.
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(d) Performance testing: Single cells have been tested for their electrochemical
performance. Performance data were typically obtained with humidified H2
or simulated coal gas (67 percent H2, 22 percent CO, 11 percent H20) and
air or oxygen. Performance tests included determination of open-circuit volt-
age, controlled current polarization experiments, and ac impedance mea-
surements. The best single-cell performance in this work was an area spe-
cific resistance of 0.55 ohm.sq cm, and a single cell was tested under load
for more than 160 hr. The presence of sulfur in the fuel has been found to
have significant effects on cell performance. The results obtained in this

• work indicate that under the specific conditions tested, even low concentra-
tions of sulfur have deleterious effects on performance, and the effects of
low sulfur concentrations in 97 percent H2 and 3 percent H20 appear
reversible.

Based on the results obtained, several recommendations for further work have
been developed, as listed below:

(a) Further and more detailed work is required on the assessment of the
MSOFC manufacturing cost. This effort should be focused on parametric
studies and should be updated as the technology evolves.

(b) Inclusion of complete variable ranges and investigation of various gasifica-
tion processes, gas cleanup processes, and bottoming cycles is recom-
mended for future MSOFC system analysis

(c) A better understanding of the relationship between interface characteristics
and interfacial resistance is critical; development of a means of tailoring the
interface to further improve interfacial resistance is needed.

(d) Single cells and MSOFC stacks of increasing power output should be fabri-
cated and operated to demonstrate performance, fabricability, and repro-
ducibility. Further study on the effect of sulfur contamination on MSOFC cell
performance is also required.

Further work currently being done in some of the areas recommended above is
being supported by DOE/METC.
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